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Tumours in the small intestine are rare compared to those in other gastrointestinal organs. Small
intestinal neuroendocrine tumours (SI-NETs) are the most common small bowel tumours with
an annual incidence of 0.3-1.7 per 100 000 persons. They are characterised by their usually
indolent nature and, even though many patients present with metastatic disease, survival is
favourable compared to most other gastrointestinal malignancies. The principal aim of this thesis
was to establish prognostic factors over the entire life span of patients with SI-NETs. Paper I
confirmed the known prognostic factors of metastatic and symptomatic disease as preoperative
prognostic factors. In this paper, we also showed that patients with symptomatic Stage IV
disease are the most likely patients to die from their SI-NET. Patients who undergo surgery in an
emergency setting fared better than patients who had elective surgery and this can possibly be
explained by patients having less advanced disease in emergency procedures. Paper II focused
on the perioperative period, during which liver metastases and peritoneal carcinomatosis stood
out as the most important prognostic factors. A macroscopically radical surgery had a positive
prognostic impact, as did radical locoregional surgery (LRS). In univariable analysis, LRS was
a positive prognostic factor regardless of TNM stage. In Paper III, the specific findings that
had prognostic impacts in the postoperative period were the negative impacts of carcinoid heart
disease and non-radical secondary surgery. The occurrence of a second malignancy seemed to
have positive prognostic value but was most likely a result of study design. Paper IV studied
expression patterns seen on immunohistochemistry of primary and metastatic tissue sections
from the primary operation in 40 patients. In this study, low TFF3 expression in primary
tumours was correlated to decreased survival. We also proposed a dual mechanism for TFF3 in
the dedifferentiation of SI-NETs based on the finding of high TFF3 expressions in metastatic
tissue. The expression of mindin and ACTG2 was higher in G2 tumours and we suggested that
mindin played a role as an indirect promoter of proliferation and cell migration. Finally, in Paper
V, we calculated the mean annual incidence of clinical and subclinical SI-NETs from autopsy
material comprised of the very high number of autopsies from the Malmö region between the
years 1970 and 1982. The total mean annual incidence of SI-NETs was 5.7 per 100 000 and
males were more likely to harbour a SI-NET than females. In this material, 40% of those with
a SI-NET had at least one other malignancy, which constitutes a more than three-fold increased
rate of synchronous malignancies in SI-NET cases.
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All great things, in every province, in every domain, come to those willing to suffer, endure,
sacrifice and commit. It is blood, sweat, tears and
other bodily fluids that make things happen
- Greg Glassman, 2009.
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Transarterial chemoembolization
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Trefoil factor 3
Tumour necrosis factor alfa

TNFRSF6B
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Tumour necrosis factor receptor superfamily member
6B
Tumour, nodes and metastasis system

1. Introduction

Small intestinal neuroendocrine tumours are a rare form of gastrointestinal
malignancy with fascinating characteristics. Possibly because of their rarity
and because they were originally thought of as tumours somewhere between
benign and malignant lesions, they have not been studied as extensively as
other more common and malignant diseases. Rarity and the relatively favourable prognosis are perhaps the prime factors that have made research the
most challenging, since accumulating cohorts of patients and following them
through long-term surveillance takes considerable effort. Most studies are
from single institutions and of small cohorts, limiting the opportunity to
draw robust conclusions. Therefore, prognostication for the individual patient has remained difficult and some patients have been given an optimistic
prognosis when the situation is actually considerably worse. The principal
aim of this thesis is to increase the accuracy of prognostication throughout
the life span of SI-NET patients.
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2. Small Intestinal Neuroendocrine Tumours

2.1 History in brief
Among the pioneers of pathology, Theodor Langhans was the first to report
the finding of a small mucosal tumour with dedifferentiated glandular tissue
surrounded by a fibrous stroma in the ileum at the autopsy of a 50-year old
woman in 1867. Kultchitzky later identified the enterochromaffin cell (the
progenitor cell) in the crypts of Lieberkühn in 1897. Siegfried Oberndorfer,
the “grandfather of carcinoid tumours”, reported his autopsy findings of six
patients with mucosal, undifferentiated small bowel tumours with a remarkably low grade of proliferation in 1907. Because of their seemingly benign
growth pattern but nevertheless malignant behaviour he named them “karzinoide” (carcinoma-like), presenting them as a novel disease entity, initially
failing to recognize their capacity to metastasize1,2. Oberndorfer’s proposal
that these tumours were tumours of a new, unrecognized, type was, however,
not generally accepted. Seven years later, in 1914, Masson found these tumours to be argentaffin (silver-staining) and correctly suggested they might
have an endocrine nature. The true origin of carcinoid tumours, as originating in the enterochromaffin (EC) cells of the small bowel mucosa eluded the
scientific community until, in 1952, Lembeck confirmed that carcinoid tumours arose from serotonin positive EC cells of the small intestine.

2.2 Epidemiology
SI-NETs comprise only 2% of all malignancies but are the most common of
small bowel malignancies, occurring in 27%-44% of all small bowel tumours3,4. The reported clinical incidence is between 0.3-1.7 per 100 000
persons and year5-8. Recent decades have seen a rise in the incidence of SINETs3,5,7,8, which is perhaps explained by the increased use of imaging for
unspecific abdominal complaints. Other explanations might include more
complete registries in later years, or, possibly, a true rise in the incidence of
SI-NETs. In an autopsy study from Malmö, Sweden by Berge et.al, the reported clinical and post mortem incidence of SI-NETs was 5,4 per 100 000
persons per year9. In Berge’s material, 90% of the tumours were found post
mortem, confirming their tendency to be difficult to diagnose and their slow-
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growing nature. In large registries, the mean age at diagnosis has been reported as 69 years5
There is some information on etiological factors that are important for the
development of SI-NETs, but several studies report conflicting results. Factors that have been implied are smoking, high alcohol intake, high intake of
saturated fat, and hormonal and hereditary factors 10,11. There seems to be an
increased number of SI-NETs among patients with a family history of multiple cancers12.

2.3 Pathophysiology
SI-NETs arise from the enterochromaffin cells (EC) of the intestinal mucosa.
Classically, they show either a nodular solid growth pattern with peripheral
invading cords, or as tubular, acinar or rosette-like structures (insulinar
growth pattern), or as a combination of the two, described by Soga in 197113.
In the context of this work, a solid growth pattern has been shown to imply a
more negative prognosis14,15. Masson showed the argentaffin (reducing silver
ions, thereby staining black or brown) and argyrophilic (having an affinity
for silver, enabling them for staining) nature of gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumours (GEP-NETs). SI-NETs are usually of the argentaffin
kind. Typically, there are multiple tumours, leading to some speculation
regarding the aetiology of SI-NETs. One could argue that the occurrence of
multiple synchronous tumours necessitates a local event in the small bowel
milieu as the true progenitor for SI-NETs or that the multiple tumours are
mucosal metastases from one primary tumour. Given that the small bowel
nodules are generally quite small, usually a few centimetres at most, compared to the large mesenteric metastases, the former seems a more compelling explanation.
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Figure 1. Primary small bowel tumour after resection. © Peter Stålberg

2.3.1 Classification
Carcinoid tumours have been described throughout the endocrine system in
the gastrointestinal tract and, in 1963, were originally categorized by Williams and Sandler 16, based on the embryonal origin of the progenitor stem
EC cells. This first classification did not only include SI-NETs, but all gastrointestinal neuroendocrine tumours, failing to account for the different
characteristics of tumours from different cell types. Foregut carcinoids
comprised of the neuroendocrine tumours of the respiratory tract, oesophagus, stomach, pancreas and first part of duodenum, SI-NETs were grouped
into midgut carcinoids together with neuroendocrine tumours of the distal
duodenum and ascending colon. Finally, hindgut carcinoids grouped together tumours from the transverse and descending colon and rectum. Later,
Pearse discovered that gastrointestinal endocrine cells decarboxylated 5hydroxytrytophan (5-HTP) into 5-HT which led him to define these cells as
amine precursor uptake and decarboxylation (APUD cells) and their tumours
became known as apudomas. Over the years it became obvious that the clas16

sification of GEP-NETs based solely on their respective embryologic origin
was problematic in that the classification did not take into account the individual properties of the different site of origin of the tumour. For this reason
a consensus agreement was reached in 2007 (ENETS guidelines), classifying
tumours according to their individual properties and staging them in accordance with the Tumour, Nodes and Metastasis system TNM and adding a
tumour grade (G1-G3) based on the number of cells in proliferation measured by the Ki-67 proliferation index (Tables 1-3).
Table 1. TNM classification of endocrine tumours of lower jejunum and ileum, Rindi
et.al.17
TNM
T-primary tumour
TX
Primary tumour cannot be assessed
T0
No evidence of primary tumour
T1
Tumour invades mucosa or submucosa and size ≤1cm
T2
Tumour invades muscularis propria or size >1cm
T3
Tumour invades subserosa
T4
Tumour invades peritoneum/other organs
For any T add m for multiple tumours
NX
Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed
N0
No regional lymph node metastasis
N1
Regional lymph node metastasis
M
Distant metastasis
MX
Distant metastasis cannot be assesses
M0
No distant metastasis
M1
Distant metastasis

Table 2. Disease staging for endocrine tumours of the lower jejunum and ileum,
Rindi et.al17
Stage
Disease Stages
Stage I
Stage IIA
Stage IIB
Stage IIIA
Stage IIIB
Stage IV

T-primary tumour
T1
T2
T3
T4
Any T
Any T

N-regional node
N0
N0
N0
N0
N1
Any N

M-distant metastasis
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M1
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Table 3. Grading for neuroendocrine tumours of the ileum, appendix, colon and
rectum17,18
Grade

Mitotic count 10HPF

Ki-67 index %

G1
G2
G3

<2
2-20
>20

≤3a
3-20
>20

a)

recently changed from ≤2 to ≤3.

G1 and G2 tumours are well differentiated tumours whereas G3 tumours are
rare and poorly differentiated19.
Figure 2. ENETS grade, from left to right G1, G2 and G3.

Midgut carcinoids of the small bowel have been renamed and are currently
called Small Intestinal Neuroendocrine Tumours (SI-NETs). The cells were
originally thought to arise from neural crest cells in the embryonal ectoderm
and even though later studies have shown the progenitor cells to be of endodermal origin, the term “neuroendocrine” has prevailed. Based upon this
classification, the accuracy of prognostication has improved but in the most
comprehensive database to date, the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End
Results Program SEER database, there is still a considerable interquartile
variation in outcome based on WHO stage and grade20. For some parts of
this text, the term “midgut NET” will be used. This classification includes
jejunoileal tumours as well as neuroendocrine tumours of the proximal colon21.
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2.4 Disease burden at presentation
By definition, SI-NET lesions are characterized by a low grade of proliferation. The primary tumours found in the small bowel mucosa are usually
small, 1-2 cm, and even though they are often multiple, the small primary
nodules do not usually cause mechanical symptoms. This makes for the infrequent diagnosis of patients in Stages I-IIIa, unless patients with a family
history of SI-NETs are aggressively screened22. For this reason, some authors have reported 80%-88% of patients with lymph node metastases in the
small bowel mesentery at presentation22. In the largest data collection to
date, from the SEER database, comprising 28 515 patients with neuroendocrine tumours, Yao et al reported the frequency of localized disease, regional
metastases and distant metastases for neuroendocrine tumours of the jejunum
and ileum as 29%, 41% and 30% respectively. SI-NETs sometimes include
caecal tumours as well, with the corresponding rates of 14%, 42% and 44%
respectively8. From mostly the same material, with only 7.6% of patients
given a histologic grade, G1 tumours were the most common tumour grade7.
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3. Diagnosis

The correct diagnosis of a patient suffering from a SI-NET tumour has always been a challenge. Usually there have been numerous visits to a primary
care physician about unspecific abdominal complaints before the correct
diagnosis has been made and the prediagnostic diagnosis of irritable bowel
syndrome is not uncommon. Actually, many patients report a long history of
vague abdominal discomfort over several years and Vinik reported that the
average period of diffuse abdominal complaints before diagnosis was nine
years23. The clinical manifestations that finally lead to a correct diagnosis are
usually mechanical or hormonal, related to circulating biopeptides released
by the tumours. The most common symptom at presentation is abdominal
pain (50%-75%), followed by intestinal obstruction (35%), diarrhoea (26%50%) and weight loss (24%)5,24. Less common presenting symptoms are
gastrointestinal bleeding, flush and bronchial constriction and many patients
present with a combination of these symptoms5. A large proportion of patients (30%-40%) are diagnosed during an abdominal emergency operation
due to small bowel obstruction, usually because of either compression of
mesenteric metastases on a part of small bowel, kinking of the small bowel
due to mesenteric metastases, or some grade of venous ischemia. Those patients that are not diagnosed because of mechanical obstruction are often
diagnosed because of flushing or diarrhoea or a combination of the two. A
small proportion of patients have their SI-NET found during a routine operation for other reasons e.g. during a routine cholecystectomy, where a small
tumour is found in the ileum, and found to be a SI-NET.

3.1 Biochemical markers
An early test for midgut carcinoids/SI-NETs was ethanol provocation, i.e.
the oral administration of alcohol to observe the appearance of intense facial
flushing. For obvious reasons this was a somewhat inexact method and has
been replaced by more accurate and repeatable analyses.

3.1.1 5-HIAA
Serotonin (5-HT), produced by the tumour cells, is metabolized in the liver
into 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA). It is excreted by the kidneys and
20

can be quantified by urinary analysis. For the diagnosis, therapy outcome
and disease progression of SI-NETs, urinary analysis of 5-HIAA in repeated
24-hour collections of urine has been the gold standard for biomarker quantification.

3.1.2. Chromogranin A
In later years and in many centres, the addition of chromogranin A (CgA) as
a biomarker available as a blood sample test has replaced urinary 5-HIAA
measurements, not as a diagnostic tool, but as a first line of disease monitoring. Levels of CgA values are correlated with liver tumour load and survival,
and detected increases correlate with tumour progression and decreased survival25. All neuroendocrine cells produce secretory granulae containing the
secretory proteins produced by the cell. All secretory granulae contain
granins, which are key components for granulae production and secretion.
Of special interest in this context is CgA, the first chromogranin to be identified. All NE cells secrete CgA and elevated CgA is highly indicative of neuroendocrine disease. However, CgA is nonspecific (10%-35% specificity)
and is elevated in other malignancies, in inflammatory bowel disease and in
patients with kidney failure26-28. Furthermore, daily use of proton pump inhibitors is known to be associated with elevated CgA values29.Patients with
more elevated 5-HIAA and CgA values generally have a worse prognosis,
probably due to a higher tumour load and more frequent liver metastasis30.

3.2. Imaging
For diagnosis, preoperative staging and disease surveillance, there are a multitude of available imaging modalities. However, it should be noted that,
even though the sensitivity for primary tumours and extrahepatic disease is
excellent with functional imaging, the very best imaging modalities still fail
to identify 50% of hepatic lesions 31,32.

3.2.1 Ultrasound
Ultrasound, used transcutaneously, endoscopically and preoperatively, has
the benefit of being a readily available method of appreciation of primarily
hepatic tumour burden. It has the advantage of being a non-invasive method
without radiation exposure. Ultrasound can diagnose lesions of 2-3mm endoscopically and preoperatively33.
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3.2.2 Computed tomography
Computed tomography is the imaging modality most used in the setting of
preoperative planning and can diagnose the extent of mesenteric fibrosis as
well as mesenteric lymph nodes and liver metastases33

3.2.3. Magnetic resonance imaging
MRI has an increased sensitivity for the number of lesions compared to CT
and is the recommended imaging modality for identification and quantification of liver metastases34. Both MRI and CT scans will however detect fewer
distant metastases than functional imaging33.

3.2.4. Functional imaging
For most malignancies, 18F-fluorodeoxyclucose-PET (18F-FDG-PET) is a
powerful functional imaging technique but is not as useful in neuroendocrine
tumours since only highly proliferative and dedifferentiated tumours show
an increased 18F-FDG uptake35. This has forced the scientific community to
search for other PET tracers for SI-NETs. Most SI-NETs express sstr2, enabling the use of radionuclide labelled somatostatin analogues for detection of
metastatic disease. Scintigraphy with Indium-111 radiolabelled somatostatin
(SRS/Octreoscan®) was the first functional imaging technique for NETs and
has an overall sensitivity of 80%-90%33 for SI-NETs. In recent years, the
development of 68Ga-DOTATOC-PET has shown superior sensitivity for
neuroendocrine tumours compared to SRS36. Another imaging modality, 11C5-HTP-PET, exploits the uptake of 5-HTP in neuroendocrine cells for subsequent decarboxylation into 5-HT. 11C-labelled-5HTP is administered and the
uptake in tumour cells is visualised in PET-CT37. 11C-5-HTP-PET is more
sensitive than CT, MRI and SRS for small, primary tumours, and has a high
sensitivity for metastatic disease, especially nonhepatic lesions37,38. The
preparation of 11C-5-HTP requires the production of 11C in a cyclotron and
the compound has a short half life which makes it expensive and has limited
its use. This is in spite of the fact that 11C-5-HTP-PET is independent of
somatostatin receptor status38 (sstrs are downregulated in some tumours).
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3.3. Pathology
The general perception of tumour development is the sequential accumulation of mutations that alter the normal cell behaviour into increasingly proliferative and invasive cells. Increase of proliferation and inhibition of apoptosis subsequently favour cells with neoplastic properties and metastatic
features eventually develop39,40. The facts that most cancers become increasingly common with increasing age and that tumours invariably have multiple
mutations in genes regulating proliferation, migration and apoptosis support
this stepwise evolution of normal cells into malignant derivates. Hanahan et
al. proposed that the evolution of all cancer cells involves the same six fundamental changes in cell behaviour: self sufficiency in growth factors, insensitivity to growth inhibition, evasion of apoptosis, limitless replicative potential, sustained angiogenesis and tissue invasion and metastasis39. The driving
forces of this process are the focus of much research aimed at understanding
the different pathways of tumorigenesis as well as identifying possible targets for cancer treatment. One fundamental method for the understanding of
tumour development has been immunohistochemistry, where expression
patterns for different proposed proteins can be studied in normal, benign and
neoplastic cells.

3.3.1 Immunohistochemistry
For the study of the expression of cell surface receptors, growth factors and
cell cycle markers, the utilization of immunohistochemistry (IHC) has been
one of the most important factors for the understanding of cell dedifferentiation and tumour biology. The high affinity of an antibody for the specific
foiling patterns of part of a certain protein (the antigen) allows for the visualization of the location (nucleic, cytoplasmic, cell wall and extracellular matrix) and abundance of the protein of interest in both normal and tumour
cells. Some factors that have been implicated in SI-NET tumorigenesis are
presented below.
3.3.1.1 Ki-67
An established prognostic factor from IHC is the Ki-67 antibody which is a
marker of cell proliferation41,42 and in itself a prognostic factor for SINETs43. Cells in active mitosis go through certain steps in the cell cycle.
Gerdes et al. described the existence of the human antigen Ki-67 in 1983 and
went on to show that stimulating resting cells into the proliferative phase
resulted in the expression of Ki-67 in cell nuclei. When cells were made to
return to the resting state, the Ki-67 expression disappeared41,44.
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3.3.1.2. Trefoil factor 3
Trefoil factor 3 TFF3 is a secreted peptide present in most tissues secreting
mucin and is most frequent in goblet cells of the gastrointestinal tract. The
main effect of TFF3 is in bowel wall repair, promoting mucosal regeneration, inhibition of apoptosis and facilitating rapid repair by cell migration4547
. Increased TFF3 expressions are observed in response to damage to epithelial mucosa, but also in chronic inflammatory diseases and in some metaplastic and malignant cells47. TFF3 has been attributed with both tumour
suppressing and promoting properties in different carcinomas45,46,48. For
prostate cancer, malignant cells show hypomethylation and overexpression
of TFF345. Somewhat paradoxically, the most advanced prostate cancers had
lower TFF3 expressions compared to more benign lesions, suggesting a dual
role for TFF3 in prostate cancer oncogenesis45. One explanation might be
that initial hypomethylation leads to overexpression of TFF3 as part of the
dedifferentiation into prostate cancer but that further malignification/dedifferentiation leads to the cessation of TFF3 expression.
There are somewhat similar results in breast cancer, where Ahmed et al.
reported the finding of high TFF3 expressions on the luminal edge of normal
and benign breast tissue, but with increasing dedifferentiation into neoplastic
tissue, the localisation of TFF3 to the cell surface was lost and TFF3 was
instead found in the paranucleic cytoplasm or towards the stroma of the
breast. The authors proposed that TFF3 expressed on the luminal edge elicits
its normal function in cell wall repair and mucous stabilization. In instances
where tumour cells evolve, TFF3 is instead expressed either in the cytoplasm
where it elicits the pro-oncogenic functions of inhibition of apoptosis and
cell proliferation, or on the stromal edge, where it could have a mitogenic
effect as well as driving tumour invasiveness/migration of nearby cells in a
paracrine fashion46.
With regards to tumours in the gastrointestinal canal, high TFF3 expression has been chiefly associated with a metastatic behaviour, poor prognosis
and early recurrence 49,50. Suggested roles for TFF3 in colorectal carcinoma
might be in making cancer cells resistant to tumour necrosis factor alfa
(TNF-α) induced apoptosis as well as stimulating the invasive behaviour of
cancer cells50,51. Specifically for SI-NETs, TFF3 expression has received less
attention but the expression and serum levels of TFF3 in SI-NET has been
reported by Edfeldt et al52. In Edfeldt’s paper, plasma from SI-NET patients
had higher levels of TFF3 compared to healthy controls, and high serum
concentrations of TFF3 were associated with poor survival. In tumours with
insulinar growth pattern, cells surrounding the insular area often showed a
high expression of TFF3, in concordance with the intrinsic function of TFF3
in normal cells.
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3.3.1.3. ACTG2
Actin gamma smooth muscle 2 (ACTG2) is a member of the actin family of
proteins. There are six isoforms known in vertebrates, four muscle actins and
two non-muscle53. Actin proteins spontaneously polymerise into filaments
essential to most cells in both mechanical support and driving forces of
movement, but also for many intracellular processes that involves migration
and maintenance of the cytoskeleton54. In hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC),
ACTG2 was shown to be vital for the metastatic ability of HCC cells in a
experimental cell line, and silencing of the ACTG2 gene disrupted the metastatic potential of HCC cells55. ACTG2 has also been shown to be a facilitator of the intravasation of tumour cells, an important vehicle of metastatic
seeding55. For patients with colorectal carcinoma, ACTG2 is upregulated in
cancer cells56, compared to normal cells, and has previously been shown to
be aberrantly expressed in primary SI-NETs57.
3.3.1.4. DCR3
Decoy receptor 3 (DCR3) also known as tumour necrosis factor receptor
superfamily member 6B (TNFRSF6B) is a soluble protein with anti apoptotic and immune suppressing properties. DCR3 is known to be highly expressed in different carcinomas58, especially in metastatic oesophageal cancer59, gastric cancer and colon cancer60. Since DCR3 has immune suppressing functions it has been proposed that DCR3 facilitates metastatic seeding
by supressing immune responses in the target tissue58. Suppression of DCR3
in a colon cancer cell line (SW480), and the loss of DCR3 in a hepatic carcinoma cell line (HepG2) both reduced the metastatic ability of the cancer
cells making DCR3 a possible oncotarget in some cancers60,61.
3.3.1.5. Mindin
Mindin is a secreted extracellular matrix protein that has been shown on
immunohistochemistry to be expressed by SI-NETs, but its possible role in
cancer progression is uncertain. Mindin has been shown to be important for
the intrinsic immunity of cells by working as a ligand for integrins and by
facilitating recruitment of macrophages as an inflammatory response62,63. It
also has a function as a pattern recognition molecule for microbial pathogens64. The available data show conflicting results regarding the role for
mindin in cancer progression. Schmid et al. reported that the upregulation of
genes (SPON-2) coding for mindin, among other proteins, improved the
metastatic potential of colorectal cancer cells. The proposed mechanism was
that mindin promotes integrin accumulation. Integrin is a part of the intrinsic
inflammatory response and promotes cell proliferation and migration. It was
hypothesized that the upregulated binding of integrin was a crucial part of
metastatic seeding in colorectal cancer65. These results were verified by
Zhang et al., who showed that upregulation of SPON-2 was evident in patients with metastatic colorectal cancer and was a marker of poor progno25

sis66. However, mindin has also been shown by Wang et al.62 to be a tumour
suppressing peptide by inhibiting angiogenesis, also in colorectal cancer
cells. They proposed that part of tumorigenesis in colorectal cancer includes
the downregulation of mindin expression in tumour cells62. The exact role
for mindin in metastatic gastrointestinal cancers is therefore uncertain, and
needs more data.

3.3.2 Somatostatin receptors
Most GEP-NETs express somatostatin receptors (sstrs) on the cell surface
and in the cytoplasm67,68, enabling treatment with somatostatin analogues,
imaging with radiolabeled somatostatin analogues as well as peptide receptor
radionuclide treatment (PRRT). Somatostatin works as an inhibitor of hormone secretion, making it useful in treatment of endocrine tumours68. Sstrs
are G-protein coupled receptors and the binding of a ligand to the receptor
causes internalization of the ligand into the cell where the effect of the ligand
can be utilized. This mechanism is exploited with radiolabeled somatostatin
analogues, making groups of cells with a high affinity for somatostatin glow
in functional imaging and causing tumours to perish by concentrating radionuclides in PRRT. There are five known sstrs (sstr1-5), and all are expressed
in SI-NETs, but dominated by sstr 2 and 568. Interestingly, part of the dedifferentiation of SI-NETs is the loss of expression of sstr2 which makes tumours less sensible to the growth inhibition of intrinsic somatostatin as well
as administered somatostatin analogues69.

3.4 Symptomatology
SI-NETs are especially fascinating because of the distinct symptomatology
that sometimes accompanies metastatic disease. Roughly 30% of patients
have functional tumours and will experience classical symptoms with increasing tumour load70. This symptomatology occurs because of the release
of bioactive peptides released by the tumour cells, resulting in both local and
systemic effects. Serotonin, first isolated by Rapport in 1948, was the first
peptide isolated in a SI-NET by Lembeck in 1953. Serotonin is primarily
metabolized in the liver into 5-HIAA and excreted in urine, making it a suitable marker for tumour surveillance. Among other peptides released by SINET tumours are bradykinins and tachykinins which, usually in metastatic
disease, give rise to the characteristic symptoms of SI-NETs, clinically evident as flushing or diarrhoea. In localized disease, these peptides are metabolized by the liver, but as liver metastases occur, thereby bypassing the liver
metabolism, these peptides are released into the circulation and result in the
classic symptomatology of the “carcinoid syndrome”24,71 as flushing, diarrhoea and respiratory obstruction symptoms, usually with one symptom mo26

dality more pronounced than the others. Moreover, for symptoms to occur,
the metastases must produce sufficient amounts of bioactive peptides and,
since patients are often asymptomatic prior to the onset of hormonal symptoms, many patients present with disease not radically resectable. Hormonal
symptoms might occur in patients without liver metastases, but then generally in the situation of widespread retroperitoneal metastases or large ovarian
metastases.
The presentation of a patient with a metastatic, functional SI-NET was
very skilfully recapitulated in one of the patient records upon which this
dissertation is based:
For years she had suffered from facial flushing, interpreted and treated as
postmenopausal symptoms. She had experienced an increasing frequency of
diarrhoea, treated with some success with loperamide, together with obstructive symptoms, diagnosed as effort-induced asthma, a condition she had not
previously suffered from.

This narrative captures a very classic carcinoid syndrome, and the symptomatology will certainly differ between patients, where diarrhoea is usually
the complaint, that eventually leads to the diagnosis of a SI-NET. What is
also highlighted is the slow progression of the disease and the (usually) quite
unspecific symptoms in an otherwise healthy patient. This explains how
some patients have had unspecific symptoms for years, or even decades,
before a diagnosis has been made. Severe symptomatic disease is debilitating
and greatly impairs quality of life. Another feature of SI-NETs is the usually
small primary tumour, seldom larger than 2-3 cm, in contrast with the oftenextensive lymph node metastases. Released peptides stimulate the production of collagen in surrounding fibroblasts resulting in sometimes extensive
peritumoural fibrosis. This stimulation of fibroblasts also causes pulmonary
constriction and the accumulation of fibrous plaques on the cardiac valves of
the right heart, leading to pulmonary obstructive symptoms, insufficiency of
the tricuspidalis valve and carcinoid heart disease.
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3.5 Carcinoid heart disease
With metastatic disease and liver metastases in particular, bioactive peptides
can bypass liver circulation and reach the right heart. The main culprit for
carcinoid heart disease (CHD) is considered to be serotonin, and CHD is the
result of a build-up of fibrous plaques on the valves of primarily the right
heart, leading to right sided heart failure72,73. The proposed mechanism for
the development of tricuspid insufficiency is stimulation of serotonin on
sstrs in subendocardial cells74, stimulating proliferation of fibroblasts and
causing thickening of the heart valves75. Diagnosis of CHD is generally by
transthoracic ultrasound and the characteristic finding of thickened tricuspid
and pulmonary valves with reduced mobility and/or retraction is consistent
with CHD72. The left-sided valves are typically not affected since the bioactive peptides are metabolized in the pulmonary circulation resulting in less
than 10% of patients with CHD having an involvement of the bicuspid and
aortic valves76.
Signs of the serotonin-induced valvulopathy are found in more than 50%
of patients with carcinoid syndrome and the resulting overload of the right
ventricle leads to right-sided heart failure. CHD is one of the strongest predictors of a pessimistic prognosis in SI-NET cases, occurring in about 19%
of patients19,76 and an estimated one third of all patients with carcinoid syndrome die from the complications of CHD. Median survival after the diagnosis of CHD is 2.6 years, but has improved over recent decades. This is
most likely the result of the introduction of somatostatin analogues and improved valve replacement surgery72

3.6. Metachronous malignancies
There is a general suggestion that patients with SI-NETs have a tendency to
develop subsequent malignancies of another type, a metachronous malignancy. The explanation for this hypothesis is that the bioactivities of the released
peptides and cytokines, with their functions as growth factors and mitogenic
effects, might be pro-oncogenic for other cell types as well77,78. Other proposed explanations are the oncogenic effects of medical treatments for SINETs as well as a genetic predisposition for some other malignancies in
patients with GEP-NETs. In a review by Habal, including 5280 patients, the
reported frequency of second primary malignancies was 17%, about double
the frequency in malignancies not of endocrine origin79. The most frequently occurring site of a second malignancy is the colon79, making current
ENETS guidelines include the consideration that colonoscopy may be part of
the preoperative workup for SI-NET patients22. Because of the indolent nature of SI-NET tumours, the second primary is usually more aggressive and
most patients die from the second primary and not the SI-NET79
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4. Treatment

Treatment of SI-NETs is usually multimodal in kind and incorporates welltimed surgery, interventional radiology and medical treatment. There has
been extensive research and development of the two latter modalities of
treatment, which most likely explains some of the increased survival of patients treated in European centres over recent decades. In the SEER database,
the largest cohort of SI-NET patients, there has been an increase in survival
between 1973 and 20127,8,80,81. Some of the more modern treatments included in this chapter were not available during the study period of Papers I-III
but a summary is included of examples of what modern medicine has to
offer for patients with advanced SI-NETs.

4.1. Surgery
The only curative treatment for SI-NETs is complete surgical resection of all
tumours. Indeed, patients in Stages I-II with complete resections have an
excellent prognosis19,82, and surgery with complete removal of the primary
tumour and mesenteric metastases increases survival24,30,43,82. The surgical
technique when resecting the primary tumour and mesenteric metastases,
described by Öhrvall et al.,83 is a small bowel resection, often including a
right hemicolectomy with meticulous dissection of the mesenteric root to
ascertain whether radical resection of proximal mesenteric metastases is
feasible with acceptable loss of small bowel. Great care must be applied to
avoid damaging vasculature to the remaining bowels. However, the indolent
nature of SI-NETs and the often non-specific primary symptoms will generally result in disease which has already spread at the time of the first surgery,
with both locoregional and distant metastases (50%-70% lymph node metastases, 25%-50% distant metastases). Even without signs of metastatic disease, most patients will have recurrences after surgery if surveillance is long
enough84.
There is some debate regarding surgery in cases of locoregional or hepatic
metastases. In a review by Capurso et al. of 971 patients with hepatic metastases from 6 studies, there was a survival benefit from resecting the primary
tumour and mesenteric metastases even when un-resectable liver metastases
were present85. Finally, there is some evidence that hepatic cytoreductive
surgery might also increase survival86-88. Studies by our group have not been
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able to demonstrate an increased overall survival after radiofrequency ablation RFA and/or resection of liver metastases. We could, however show
decreasing symptoms and 5-HIAA values together with a prolonged progression-free survival87,89 following cytoreductive surgery/RFA.

4.1.1. Surgery in Stage IV disease
Because of the slow growth and relatively favourable prognosis in patients
with metastatic disease, at least in comparison with most other gastrointestinal malignancies, there is considerable interest in liver surgery and locoregional resection in Stage IV disease. Additionally, 60%-90% of patients
eventually develop metastases90 and overall five year survival with distant
metastases is 56%-83%, depending on patient selection and treatment34,91.
Considering that most patients eventually develop liver metastases and that
most patients with liver metastases eventually die from liver failure, treatment selection for SI-NET patients with hepatic metastases is crucial.
4.1.1.1. Locoregional resection in patients with liver metastases
There are many proponents of locoregional surgery (LRS, resection of primary tumour and mesenteric metastases) for patients with liver metastases.
The available data are generally from single institutions and are prone to
selection bias. To date, there are no randomized trials comparing locoregional resection to no surgery.
The current expert opinion is to perform a LRS procedure in fit patients,
including asymptomatic patients. The proposed rationale for such an approach is that, given the long expected survival, mesenteric fibrosis, caused
by bioactive peptides released by the tumour, will eventually lead to encroachment of mesenteric vessels, causing ischemia of the affected small
bowel, or kinking of the bowel, resulting in small bowel obstruction and
resection in those scenarios might prove more challenging, resulting in less
complete resections and increased morbidity. Further supporting this notion
is the fact that mesenteric fibrosis seems to increase with increased tumour
load92. Hellman et al. reported a survival advantage in patients with complete
resection of mesenteric metastases, even in the presence of liver metastases
(patients without liver metastases fared better), compared to non-resected or
incompletely resected cases30. Similar results have been shown by Ahmed et
al on adjusted analysis86. In Ahmed’s study, there were substantial differences between the groups: resected patients generally had G1 tumours with
lower 5-HIAA and CgA values compared to non-resected patients who more
often had G2 tumours with higher hormonal values, suggesting that the results might be explained solely by selection bias. Resection of mesenteric
metastases also had a positive impact on symptom severity in these patients.
In another large study, Strosberg et al., reporting on 146 patients with 92%
liver metastases, could not detect a survival advantage for LRS.
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Table 4. Locoregional resection in patients with liver metastases
Author

Study period

Patients with
SI-NET

Median survival Median survival
with resection
without resection

Ahmed86
Hellman30
Landerholm82
Strosberg71

1973 - 2007
1975 - 1997
1960 - 2005
1999 - 2003

328
166a
48
146

9.92
7.9
51% 5 year DSSb
9.16

a)
b)
c)

d)

4.68
4.0
n.sc
7.33d

“Midgut carcinoid”
Disease specific survival
Not specified
Difference not significant, p=0.32

When comparing resected to nonresected patients in these studies, there is
inadequate homogeneity between the groups, suggesting that the results
might be biased based on the notion that surgically treated patients might
have less tumour burden and a higher performance status.
In a recent retrospective study, Daskalakis et al. compared locoregional resection vs. no resection or resection delayed by at least six months for
asymptomatic patients with liver metastases. Patients where matched using
propensity score matching and no significant improvement in survival was
found between these groups. 58% of patients in the delayed group eventually
had surgery but with less postoperative morbidity, suggesting that delaying
surgery for non-symptomatic patients did not infer a risk of decreased survival or more complications. This study is somewhat in opposition to most
other available data.
4.1.1.2. Liver surgery
Liver surgery has been shown to increase survival in some other gastrointestinal malignancies. The malignancy with the most available data is colon
cancer. For patients with colon cancer, liver resections in patients with resectable hepatic disease have scientific support but in the form of retrospective
case series. In the past, the appearance of liver metastases was a marker of a
poor prognosis, but with hepatic resections, median survival in patients with
radical resections of liver metastases has gone from 20 months in nonresected patients offered chemotherapy93 to 44 months for R0 resections,
with 14% of patients apparently cured94. In SI-NETs, like colon cancer, there
are no randomized control trials for hepatic resections, but many experts still
regard liver resections, when feasible, as the best available treatment option
for SI-NET95. In the current ENETS guidelines, resection of liver metastases
should be considered in fit patients when R0 resection is feasible with acceptable morbidity and mortality, in the absence of CHD and extraabdominal metastases. However, the European-African Hepato-Pancreato31

Biliary Association could only agree on a weak recommendation for liver
surgery as a first choice of treatment for resectable liver metastases of all
GEP-NETs and did not include a separate statement for SI-NETs34. Comparing with historical data might have its pitfalls, but liver resection seems to
improve survival in SI-NET and the benefit is more pronounced in R0/R1
resections compared to R296,97. The five-year survival rate in un-resectable
historical controls ranges from 21% - 53%24,71. It should be noted that, even
in apparent R0 resections, local recurrence is evident in 94% of patients at 5
years postoperatively96,97. Therefore, even R0 resections should be considered palliative measures. This finding might also explain the lack of apparent
survival benefit for R0 resections compared to R1. Staging surgery and performing liver resections 6 months after LRS does not seem to affect
survival98.
Table 5. Liver surgery in SI-NET
Author

Study period Patients with Complete
SI-NET
resections

Elias32
Sarmiento99
Mayo96
Bagante90
Glazer100
Ahmed86
Norlén24
Strosberg71

1985-2000
1977-1998
1985-2009
1990-2014
1978-2009
1973-2007
1985-2010
1999-2003

a)
b)
c)
d)

e)

14
90
83
179d
65
50
57
32

5-year OS

Symptom
improvementa

53%b
71%b
n.sc
b
44%
62%
96%b
70%b
74%b
n.s
93%b
69%d
n.s
100%b
77%
n.s
n.s
74%
n.s
n.se
86%
n.s
Reported improved median survival, 138
versus 95 months

Partial or complete response
No SI-NET specific data
Not specified
Gastrointestinal NET, excluding PNET
17% had no sign of remaining hepatic disease at end of follow-up

For cytoreductive surgery, claiming that 90% of the disease should be resected, small series of GEP-NET patients have shown promising results
compared to historical controls99. More recently, Graff-Baker showed excellent results for a lowered threshold to 70% in GEP-NETS with an 88% 5year overall survival and no significant difference between restrictive and
loosened criteria101. Fairweather reported a 90% 5 year overall survival for
liver resections in patients with neuroendocrine liver metastases, but did not
report specific data for SI-NETs, even though they were the majority of patients102.
However, even with the more inclusive criteria, only 20% of patients will
be eligible for surgery. An approach sometimes advocated for patients with
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extensive disease is a two-stage procedure, where the left hepatic lobe is
resected and the right portal vein ligated, resulting in hypertrophy of the
remaining lobe, enabling resection of the remaining right-sided metastases
after six to eight weeks103,104. In a retrospective analysis of 41 patients (12
bowel NETs) with bilobar hepatic GEP-NET metastases, Kianmanesh reported a five year overall survival of 94% after such two-staged hepatic resections103 in 19 patients (14 R0 hepatic resections). 41 patients where included in the study, but 22 patients were excluded from the second surgery
due to progression or extensive extrahepatic disease. Preoperative downstaging with chemoembolization prior to surgery is also an option offered 105.
It should be noted that most large trials have included all GEP-NETs and
since neuroendocrine pancreatic tumours have a worse outcome than SINETs, these studies could be negatively biased. Additionally, in the available observational studies, patients accepted for surgery most likely have less
aggressive tumours and less comorbidities than patients not offered surgery.
Therefore, the reported promising outcome for hepatic resections could also
be explained by selection bias106. In a review by Saxena et al. of hepatic
resections in 1 469 patients (52% from small bowel/colon), macroscopically
complete resections for hepatic resections in GEP-NETs were achieved in
71% of patients. A large portion of patients had postoperative complications
(23%) but median postoperative 30-day mortality was 1% and median survival for all resected patients, including RFA treatment with resection, was
70.5%. Poor survival was noted for patients with extrahepatic disease and
poorly differentiated tumours (Grade 3). For symptomatic GEP-NETs,
symptomatic improvement, when reported, was reached in 60%-100% of
patients106.
It is difficult to draw robust conclusions for the proposed improved survival in patients undergoing cytoreductive surgery. Beside the likely selection bias, there has been a general increase in the life expectancy of patients
with liver metastases, reflecting the improved nonsurgical therapeutic options available for these patients in more recent years and making comparisons to historical controls .
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4.1.1.2.1 Liver transplantation
For patients with extensive bilobar disease, without extrahepatic metastases,
not eligible for radical hepatic surgery, there is the option of liver transplantation. The slow growing nature of SI-NET tumours might speak more in
favour of such an approach, but most available data still report that liver
transplantations are inferior to R2 resections of 90% of the disease burden.
Contraindications to liver transplantation include G3 tumours, nonresectable
extrahepatic metastases, severe CHD and venous drainage from the tumours
not to the portal system. Data are scarce regarding liver transplantation in SINETs, but a review by Morris et.al. on heterogeneous data for 279 patients
with neuroendocrine tumours who were offered liver transplantations,
showed an overall 5-year survival of 63% with recurrence in 31%-57% of
patients107. In a recent study, Mazzaferro published excellent results for liver
transplantation in patients with stable disease and no remnant extrahepatic
tumour after LRS108. The selection criteria for patients eligible for liver
transplantation in the Mazzaferro study are given in Table 6.
Table 6. Milan selection criteria for liver transplantation in patients with liver metastases from NET108
Confirmed histology of low-grade (G1-G2) NET
Primary tumor drained by the portal system and removed with all extrahepatic deposits in a separate curative esection prior to transplant consideration
Metastatic diffusion to <50% of the total liver volume
Stable disease/response to therapies for at least 6 months prior to transplant consideration
Age < 60 (relative criteria)

Employing a propensity score adjusted design and adhering to aforementioned criteria, transplant recipients (42 patients) were compared to nonresected patients (46 patients). Overall 5 and 10-year survival for transplant
recipitents was 97.2% and 88.8% respectively, compared with 50.9% and
22.4% for nonresected patients. Patients that fitted selection criteria but
were not transplanted either refused transplantation (22 patients) or were not
compatible with, or not offered, available transplants (24 patients), strengthening the validity of the data. Interestingly, in a paper from our group, all
patients that were treated at our centre that matched the Milan criteria between 1985 – 2010 had, not as excellent, but similar survival109. This suggests that the exceptional survival in the Mazzaferro study might at least in
part be caused by young age and absence of extrahepatic disease in patients
eligible for liver transplantation.
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4.1.1.3 Peritoneal carcinomatosis
Peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC) is defined as tumour deposits on the peritoneal surface away from the primary tumour110. In the SEER database, the
prevalence of PC was 13,6% in intestinal NET111.
Implantation of cancer cells on the peritoneal surface leads to exfoliation
of cancer cells to the free peritoneal space. This enables implantation of cancer cells to a large area which, in colorectal cancer, is taken as the explanation for the exceedingly poor prognosis for patients with PC112. In SI-NETs,
patients with PC are more at risk of repeat surgery, compared to patients
without PC, which could point towards a similar scenario in SI-NETs110. For
patients with colorectal cancer, the introduction of cytoreductive surgery
(CRS) in combination with hyperthermic perioperative chemotherapy
(HIPEC) has shown improved 5-year in carefully selected cases113. Even
though SI-NETs are less proliferative tumours than colorectal cancers, the
occurrence of peritoneal metastases is an indicator of a poor prognosis in SINETs as well24,110. In a study by Norlén et al. radical resection of localized
PC was associated with an improved survival compared to not radically resected PC110. Similarly, Elias et al. showed improved survival in completely
resected cases compared to nonresected cases in well-differentiated GEPNETs114 (80% ileal NETs). In both these studies, the results are likely confounded with differences in extent of metastatic disease. To date, there are
no randomized controlled trials comparing CRS to best supportive care in
SI-NET.

4.2. Interventions
4.2.1. Ablative techniques
Available locally ablative techniques include radiofrequency ablation (RFA),
microwave and laser ablation. All techniques can be performed percutaneously or during open or laparoscopic surgery. Microwave ablation could be
more efficient with shorter ablation time, reaches a higher intratumoral temperature and is the technique most presently used.

4.2.2. Liver embolization
For extensive liver metastases, treatment with liver embolization is a viable
option. Transarterial embolization (TAE) and transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) are both palliative treatments exploiting the fact that liver metastases are usually highly vascularized and receive more than 90% of their
blood supply from the hepatic artery105,115. On the other hand, normal liver
parenchyma is primarily supplied by the portal vein (75%-80%). The effect
of liver embolization is provided by angiographic embolization of either the
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right or the left branch of the hepatic artery, causing ischemia and cell death
predominantly, but not exclusively, in tumour cells. Embolization of both
main lobes of the liver simultaneously is not performed. The abundance of
collateral blood supply in the liver makes for early revascularization of affected parts of the liver, making treatment less effective and is the rationale
for repeated liver embolizations95. TACE combines the ischemic effect of
liver embolization with the delivery of a chemotoxic agent (Streptozotocin,
doxorubicin or platinum-based) to the cells. It has been shown that the concentration of the chemotherapeutic agent is multiplied 10-20 times compared
to systemic treatment105. Both TAE and TACE are reserved for patients with
irresectable disease and the main motives for such treatments are symptomatic control and disease stabilization95,105. The available data regarding
TAE or TACE have shown improved survival for patients responding to
treatment compared to nonresponders115. Comparisons of OS in historical
controls are at risk of selection bias, but have shown promising results, predicting a poor prognosis for patients with high CgA values and large tumour
burden115,116. The reported five year OS for TACE is 50-65% and 40-67% for
TAE95 Complications from liver embolization include liver abscesses, hepatorenal insufficiency, pleural effusion, sepsis, bowel ischemia and hepatic
infarction95. A less serious adverse effect is the common post-embolization
syndrome with fever, leucocytosis, abdominal pain and the transient increase
of liver transaminases.

4.2.3. Selective intra-arterial radiotherapy
Building on the findings of high doses of chemotherapeutic agents delivered
to hepatic tumour cells in TACE, selective intra-arterial radiotherapy (SIRT)
delivers yttrium-90 microspheres selectively into a branch of the hepatic
artery supplying the liver metastases. This results in selective treatment with
ionizing radiation to the tumour cells, with relative sparing of the surrounding liver tissue117. There are no randomized controlled trials for SIRT but
smaller series have shown reduced symptoms and decreased hormonal values118.

4.2.4. Peptide-receptor radionuclide therapy PRRT
Since SI-NET tumours express sstrs, loading somatostatin analogues with
radioactive radionuclides has the inherent capacity of delivering radiotherapy to tumour cells fairly selectively. The radiation from given nuclides also
enables dose measurement and imaging after treatment119. The genius of
PRRT is based on the abundance of sstrs on the surface of SI-NET cells.
When a radionuclide ([90Y/177Lu-DOTA]-TOC) is bound to a somatostatin
receptor, it is internalized and in this way, radioactive molecules are concentrated in tumour cells, causing irreparable damage to the deoxyribonucleic
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acid (DNA) within the cell, in effect killing the tumour cell67. Chelation with
DOTA stabilizes somatostatin radio-conjugates and is a requirement for
receptor targeted radionuclide therapy95. 177Lu and 90Y are the two available
preparations used in the treatment of SI-NETs. Some experts actually recommend PRRT as a first line treatment for patients with nonresectable metastases34. PRRT is limited to centres with the available resources to prepare
and safely administer radionuclide -labelled somatostatin analogues and was
not available for the time period of the studies included in this thesis. They
are included as examples of more modern available therapies and as a testament to the continuous advancement of medicine.
4.2.4.1. Yttrium 90
For PRRT, 90Y was the first nucleotide to be used for GEP-NETs. It has an
emission range of 12mm, making 90Y more suitable for larger lesions120,121. It
was introduced in 1997 and has been shown to improve survival in patients
with resulting stable disease compared to patients with progressive disease
while receiving PRRT. Patients with the highest uptake of 90Y on [111IndiumDOTA]-TOC scans also exhibit the best survival122. In a paper by Villard et
al., treatment with 90Y combined with 177Lu showed improved survival over
treatment with 90Y alone120.
4.2.4.2. Lutetium 177
The radionuclide 177Lu has a half-life of roughly seven days, emits both beta
and gamma radiation and has a short emission range, making it perhaps more
suitable for smaller metastases120. The most common side effects are nausea
(25%), vomiting (10%) and abdominal pain (10%). More serious late adverse effects include bone marrow depression (9,5%) and, rarely (1%), kidney and liver dysfunction or failure119. In a study of 188 “carcinoids”,
Kvekkeboom et al. reported the frequency of any response to the administration of repeated treatments with 177Lu as 39% and any response was associated with an increased overall survival compared to patients with progressive
disease (all GEP-NETs included, 310 patients) following PRRT. They also
found that 177Lu PRRT might be superior to RFA, chemoembolization and
90
Y PRRT but could not offer stratified comparisons or comparisons with SINETs alone119. This study also excluded patients with sstr negative tumours,
possibly inferring a selection bias since downregulation of all but sstr5 has
been implicated in tumour dedifferentiation and more aggressive disease68.
In the on-going NETTER-1 trial, 229 patients with midgut NETs, were randomized 1:1 to 177Lu-DOTATATE plus octreotide LAR or octreotide LAR
alone. The interim analysis showed a projected increased progression free
survival for the 177Lu arm, and a trend towards increased overall survival
after 20 months (median overall survival not reached)21.
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4.3. Medical Treatment
Over the past three decades, research and intervention have provided a new
armamentarium of treatment options for patients suffering from malignant
diseases and SI-NET patients are a group that have benefited from these
efforts.

4.3.1. Somatostatin analogues
Most patients are offered somatostatin analogues as a first line of treatment.
Somatostatin was discovered in 1972123 and became a substance of considerable interest since it naturally inhibits the release of growth hormone and
other gastrointestinal hormones. It does so by acting on somatostatin receptors (sstrs), G-protein-coupled receptors on the cell surface and gastrointestinal cells. Natural somatostatin has a very short half-life (<3min)124, necessitating the development of somatostatin analogues with longer half-lives.
Octreotide, the first and most common somatostatin analogue, and lanreotide
have similar properties with high affinity for sstr2 and moderate affinity for
sstrs 3 and 5. Both formulations are now available as long acting release
(LAR) formulations, enabling biweekly or monthly administration with
comparable results to their daily alternatives. Pasireotide, a more recent addition to the somatostatin analogues, with higher affinity for all but sstr4124,
might increase symptomatic control in octreotide-resistant patients but there
are conflicting early results125. Although initially developed for symptomatic
control, somatostatin analogues have an antiproliferative effect126 and in the
PROMID trial octreotide-LAR was shown to lengthen time to tumour progression in patients with stable disease but failed to show increased overall
survival, possibly because of crossover of octreotide naïve patients at the
time of tumour progression91. Similarly, in the CLARINET trial, which
included 204 somatostatin naïve patients with metastatic GEP-NETs (73
with midgut NETs), lanreotide-LAR was compared to a placebo for a treatment regimen of monthly injections for up to 24 months in patients with
stable, non-functioning disease. Time to progression was the primary endpoint and crossover for patients receiving the placebo was allowed at time of
progression. Patients with lanreotide-LAR experienced longer progression
free survival but no difference in overall survival was seen, possibly because
of the long life expectancy of patients with indolent tumours and crossover
at signs of tumour progression for patients receiving a placebo127. Similar
results are reported in smaller, nonrandomized trials128. Somatostatin analogues are generally well tolerated, with reported side effects including fat
malabsorption/diarrhoea, hyperglycaemia, gallbladder dysfunction and stimulated accumulation of gallstones, quite possibly because of inhibited gall
bladder emptying91,127. The main impacts of somatostatin analogues are improved symptomatic control and transient disease stabilization95.
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4.3.2. Alpha-Interferon
Alpha-interferon (IFN-α) is a naturally occurring cytokine, which has antiproliferative effects by binding to the INF α/β receptor on the cell surface of
some tumour cells. It can induce apoptosis, initiate cell cycle arrest and inhibit angioneogenesis but the exact mechanism of action is currently not
fully understood129.
IFN-α is next in line in medical treatment should there be extensive liver
metastases; in the situation of generally large tumour volume; in somatostatin-resistant hormonal symptoms or intolerance to somatostatin analogues.
IFN-α has been shown to reduce biomarkers, dampen or halt tumour progression and improve survival in metastatic SI-NETs130. With regards to
combination therapy, if patients have negative responses to octreotide, the
addition of IFN-α results in decreased biomarkers but does not improve survival131. IFN-α has less benign adverse effects than somatostatin analogues
(bone marrow depression, weight loss, depression, abdominal discomfort
and liver toxicity), making it second in line for treatment in SI-NET cases91.
Even though both somatostatin analogues and IFN-α seem to stabilize
disease and halt disease progression, these effects are transient, and patients
become treatment resistant over time.

4.3.3. Targeted therapy
Everolimus, an inhibitor of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) has
shown promising results in advanced-stage SI-NETs. MTOR is involved in
cellular proliferation, metabolism and autophagy. The mTOR pathway has
been shown to be upregulated in NETs and treatment with everolimus in
neuroendocrine tumours has been demonstrated to decrease the number of
cells in active proliferation132. Everolimus was compared to a placebo in a
2:1 randomized controlled trial, for GEP-NET patients with signs of tumour
progression on conventional treatment (RADIANT-4). In the interim analysis of this study, daily treatment with everolimus was associated with a statistically significant prolonged progression-free survival compared to a placebo (11.0 versus 3.9 months)133. Including only patients with gastrointestinal NETs (53% small intestinal tumours, excluding pancreatic, lung or other
NET origins) in a sub-analysis showed similar results for all but tumours
originating in the ileum (71 patients). This is possibly explained by the indolent nature of non-functioning SI-NETs134.
Among other biological drugs available for NETs is the receptor tyrosine
kinase inhibitor sunitinib. It has shown efficacy in treatment for pancreatic
NETs135 but is not available for patients with SI-NETs outside clinical
trials132. Finally, a quite recent drug, telotristat ethyl, an inhibitor of tryptophan hydroxylase, an enzyme essential for serotonin biosynthesis136 has been
evaluated for symptomatic treatment for patients with insufficient sympto39

matic response to somatostatin inhibitors. In the TELESTAR study, patients
receiving daily telotristat ethyl showed improved symptomatic control compared to placebo controls137.

4.3.4. Chemotherapy
The use of cytotoxic agents as treatment for SI-NET tumours has rendered
disappointing results with only a tenth of patients showing transient responses to combinations of streptozotocin, 5-FU, cyclophosphamide and doxorubicin138,139. When studying cytotoxicity ex vivo however, the response to
cytotoxic drugs is, although highly heterogenic, comparable to responses
seen ex vivo in colorectal cancer140. In light of this finding, tailored and tumour-specific chemotherapy might be an option for some advanced SINETs. Chemotherapy is, however, presently not generally recommended as
a treatment option for SI-NETs, unless in the rare cases of highly proliferative G3 tumours141.
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5. Prognosis

Prognostication remains notoriously difficult when encountering a patient
with a newly diagnosed SI-NET. Patients with seemingly similar tumours
and the same ENETS stage and grade might have quite heterogeneous outcomes. Most factors have been discussed in the text, but in summary, the
best prognostic indicators are tumour burden and metastatic disease. Other
suggested factors are age >65, male sex, elevated CgA and urinary 5-HIAA,
histologic grade and Ki-67 index 8,30,86,101,142. Surgery with curative intent is a
positive prognostic factor and patients with R0 resections have an excellent
prognosis19,82.

5.1 Survival
The relative 5-year survival rate (survival with a SI-NET compared to the
survival rate in the overall population, adjusted for age and gender) from
cancer registries from 12 European countries between 1985 and 1994 was
60.7% but did not take ENETS guidelines into consideration and although
“small cell carcinomas” were excluded, some tumours might have been
Grade 3 tumours142. Yao et al. and Dasari et.al have reported improved survival for all SI-NETS during later decades, more pronounced in stage IV8,81
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6. Background of the thesis

The prognostic tools currently available when encountering a patient with a
newly diagnosed SI-NET are unsatisfying, making it difficult to reliably give
the patient an adequate approximation of the risk of death from the SI-NET.
Patients with seemingly homogeneous tumours will do considerably differently. Some will live with a relatively undisturbed quality of life for many
years after diagnosis, while some will suffer a much more aggressive path of
increasing tumour burden and diminishing quality of life, and physicians
have few tools to approximate which patients are the most at risk for the
latter scenario. This is the rationale for all papers. The aims of the included
papers are as follows:
Paper I
To study prognostic factors for death in SI-NET at diagnosis.
Paper II
To investigate factors identified peroperatively that had prognostic importance, as well as the impact of surgical radicality.
Paper III
What prognostic factors might develop over time?
Paper IV
To correlate expression patterns of potential novel biomarkers with the clinical course in SI-NETs.
Paper V
To validate the previously reported high incidence of subclinical SI-NETs
and to study the frequency of second malignancies in SI-NET compared to
the normal population.
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7. Patients and Methods

7.1. Ethics
All studies were approved by a local ethics committee (Regional Ethical
review Board Uppsala University: UPS02-066, UPS 2008/137/1. Regional
Ethical review Board Lund University: DNR 2010/503).

7.2. The Swedish Cancer Registry and the Swedish
Cause of Death Registry
The Swedish Cancer Registry SCR was established in 1958 and requires
clinicians and cytologists/pathologists to report diagnosed tumours. The
registry is indexed upon a unique national registration number, given at
birth. National coverage of the SCR was 95.5% in 1978143, 96.7% in 1998144
and is today considered to be close to 100%145.
The Swedish Cause of Death Registry SCDR registers the most likely
cause of death according to the clinician who registers the cause of death, a
mandatory registration in Sweden. Causes of death have been registered in
some form in Sweden since 1751. In 1911, these registrations were centralized to Statistics Sweden (Socialstyrelsen, a government agency) which until
2003 published yearly reports on the causes of death in Sweden. In the years
before 1991, a cause of death certificate was required before burial that made
the registry essentially complete. This mandatory registration was removed
after 1991 and the completeness of the registry is now 99,1%146.

7.3. Patients and methods
7.3.1. Studies I-III, patient data assembly
For the core studies of this thesis, we compiled a cohort of patients into a
nested case-control study, consisting of 1 150 patients with known SI-NETs.
These patients where gathered as follows: we first identified all patients from
the Swedish Cancer Registry (SCR) who had SI-NETs between the years
1961 and 2001 (3 740 patients). These patients were cross matched with the
Swedish Cause of Death Registry (SCDR) to identify all patients who were
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deceased due to a SI-NET according to that register (809 patients). Sometimes the SCDR is not as specific as it could be and by scrutinizing the registry, we could identify an additional 443 patients where the cause of death
was likely attributable to SI-NETs but not accurately specified as such in the
SCDR (e.g. one patient with a known SI-NET from the SCR has a cause of
death in the SCDR as “death from undefined endocrine abdominal tumour”).
We reviewed patient charts for all these patients, when possible, and after
running them through the exclusion criteria presented in Figure 1, 575 patients remained. These were the cases in Studies I-III. These cases where
matched to controls from the cohort, outliving the case (Figure 3). Cases and
controls were matched on calendar year of diagnosis and age at diagnosis.
Gender was not used as a matching variable in order to avoid overmatching.
To summarize, cases were patients who had died due to a SI-NET, controls
were patients of about the same age as the case, who were diagnosed within
the same time period and outlived the case.
Figure 3. Patient matching process chart

Exclusion criteria:
Survival with SI-NET <1month
Other cause of death more likely
Not possible to match to control
Patient chart missing or incomplete
Cause of death not obvious from charts
Did not have SI-NET
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Matching criteria:
Confirmed SI-NET
Age
Calendar year
Outliving the case by at least
1 month

7.3.2 Symptom scoring, Papers I-III
To be able to adequately and reproducibly score hormonal symptoms we
used an adapted version of the Carcinoid Symptom Severity Scale (SSS),
described by Schell and Wessels147,148. We chose to adapt the scale because
there was no apparent difference between scores 2 and 3 with regards to
symptom frequency (1-4 times daily versus 5-7 times weekly). The difference in Wessels score between 2 and 3 is primarily associated with the patient’s reported lifestyle effect. We found this difference difficult to ascertain
based on patient records and therefore a possible cause of bias. Our adapted
score is therefore more focused on the frequency of symptoms (Table 7).
Table 7. Symptom Severity Scale SSS, adapted from Wessels et al147,148
Score Description
1
2
3
4

5

Symptoms

Frequency

Lifestyle effects

None
Diarrhoea,
flushing or
wheezing
Symptoms impact Diarrhoea,
daily living
flushing or
wheezing
Severe symptoms Diarrhoea,
flushing or
wheezing

0
1-4 times daily

None
None to minimal

5-7 times daily

Disabling symptoms

Multiple daily
episodes

Restricts patient
from leaving home for
prolonged periods of time
Symptoms require
significant reorganization of
daily activities to accommodate
for these symptoms; patients
rarely leave home, must be
close to bathroom facilities and
medical supplies
Symptoms are disabling; patients are unable
to leave home or require hospitalization

No symptoms
Mild Symptoms

Diarrhoea,
flushing, and
wheezing

Multiple daily
episodes more
than 7

7.3.3. Circumstances for the individual papers
7.3.3.1. Carcinoid heart disease, papers I-III
Carcinoid heart disease was defined as insufficiency of the tricuspidalis
valve, diagnosed with cardiac ultrasound.
7.3.3.2. Age difference, papers I-III
Even though cases and controls were matched by age, there could still be a
small difference in age within a certain pair. To account for this difference,
age difference was a calculated variable for each pair that was included in
multivariable analyses when appropriate. Adding age difference did not
change the significant variables in the multivariable analysis and generally
had an impact of 2-3 decimal points on OR’s.
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7.3.3.3 Patients and methods Paper I
In this paper, focusing on the preoperative period, our primary interests were
the indication for surgery and the preoperative TNM grade.
7.3.3.3.1. Cause of surgery, paper I
In this study, surgery refers to the first surgery the patient underwent at the
time of diagnosis.
We also explored the indication for the laparotomy in patients where the
first surgery was an emergency procedure. We subdivided the emergency
laparotomies into two categories: surgery for acute bowel obstruction and
surgery for other reasons.
7.3.3.4. Patients and methods paper II
All cases from paper I that were treated with a surgical procedure were included as well as their corresponding controls 1122 patients. The proposed
prognostic factors sex, liver metastases and peritoneal carcinomatosis, SSS,
radical surgery, length of bowel resection and postoperative complications
were studied in uni- and multivariable analysis as appropriate. SSS was presented both as corresponding SSS scores, as well as the computed variable
“symptomatic” and “not symptomatic”. Symptomatic patients were defined
as patients with an SSS of >1.
For radical surgery, the following definitions where used:
• Macroscopically radical in the abdomen: The operative report was understood to be completely radical and no visible or palpable tumour remained in the small bowel, mesentery, liver, peritoneum or other abdominal organs.
• Radical in the mesentery: The surgeon removed all visible metastases in
the mesentery, regardless of extent of disease in general.
Complications were defined using the Clavien-Dindo classification of
surgical complications149 (Table 8).
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Table 8. Classification of surgical complications according to Dindo et al149.
Grade

Definition

Grade I

Any deviation from the normal postoperative course without the need
for pharmacological treatment or surgical, endoscopic, and radiological interventions
Allowed therapeutic regimens are: drugs as antiemetics, antipyretics,
analgetics, diuretics, electrolytes, and physiotherapy. This grade also
includes wound infections opened at the bedside
Requiring pharmacological treatment with drugs other than such allowed for grade I complications
Blood transfusions and total parenteral nutrition are also included
Requiring surgical, endoscopic or radiological intervention
Intervention not under general anaesthesia
Intervention under general anaesthesia
Life-threatening complication including CNS complications* requiring
IC/ICU management
Single organ dysfunction including dialysis
Multiorgan dysfunction
Death of a patient

Grade II

Grade III
Grade IIIa
Grade IIIb
Grade IV
Grade IVa
Grade IVb
Grade V

*Brain haemorrhage, ischemic stroke, subarachnoid bleeding, but excluding transient ischemic attacks.
CNS, central nervous system; IC, intermediate care; ICU, intensive care unit.

7.3.3.5. Patients and methods paper III
7.3.3.5.1. 5-HIAA measurements, paper III
Paper III is focused on postoperative factors that might influence prognosis.
An obvious factor to include in our study was 5-HIAA, it being a urinary
analysis available during the entire time period and used to monitor disease
progression and treatment outcome. Since our data were collected from almost all hospitals in Sweden, many different laboratories, with their respective reference intervals (which also changed over time), analysed the samples. This made analysis of individual data in exact numbers impossible. In
order to create comparable data, values were recalculated to either “normal”
or “elevated” in relation to their corresponding reference intervals.
Data concerning symptoms, WHO stage, 5-HIAA values and gender were
analysed at three months and two years postoperatively. Cases with disease
at the respective time intervals were excluded from further analysis, together
with their corresponding controls (39 cases had died three months postoperatively, 170 at two years and 311 at five years).
7.3.3.5.2. Staging, paper III
In Paper III, we attempted to restage patients at three months, two years and
five years respectively. We did not restage patients within Stages I-IIIb, but
upstaging to Stage IV occurred.
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7.3.3.6. Patients and Methods paper IV
7.3.3.6.1. Patient assembly
From the cohort of the NCCS in papers I-III, we collected paraffine embedded tissue samples from the primary surgery for 41 patients (one patient with
NEC was later excluded not to confound results). The aim was to collect 200
samples from 100 cases and controls, but this approach was abandoned after
unfruitful attempts to retrieve more than 41 patients.
All clinical data from the NCCS cohort was available for comparison with
the outcome of the immunohistochemistry analysis.
7.3.3.6.2. Immunohistochemistry
Sections of 5 µm were prepared before deparaffinization with xylene. The
slides were rehydrated through decreasing alcohol concentrations and distilled water. Background staining was blocked by hydrogen peroxide before
heating in citrate buffer. Sections were then blocked with either normal goat
serum, or normal horse serum. Sections were then treated with one of the
following monoclonal antibodies;
• Ki-67
• Mindin
• Synaptophysin
• Chromogranin A
• Actin-gamma2
• TFF3
• TNFRSF6B (DCR3)
A biotinylated secondary antibody (biotinylated horse anti-mouse, or goat
anti-rabbit)), was applied before the avidin-biotin-complex, before visualization was done with DAB peroxidase. Finally, sections were counterstained
with haematoxylin before dehydration and fixation.
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7.3.3.6.3. Pathology and staging
All sections were examined and scored by the same pathologist, blinded to
clinical tumour characteristics and prognosis. The Ki-67 count and tumour
grading was performed last to avoid the potential bias of the examiner being
aware of the WHO grade for the other stains. The outcome of the antibody
stains was scored similarly, using a scale of five grades (Figure 4):
• Negative 0: No staining of tumour cytoplasm.
• Focal 1: Subsets of tumour cells with weak staining.
• Weak 2: Diffuse but weak staining in the vast majority >90% of tumour
cells.
• Moderate 3: Diffuse and moderately strong immunoreactivity in the vast
majority >90% of tumour cells.
• Strong 4: Strong and diffuse immunoreactivity in the vast majority
>90% of tumour cells.

Figure 4. Immunohistochemistry and staging
1.

2.

4.

5.

3.

1: Negative (0) staining of ACTG2 with strongly stained positive internal control.
2: Focal (1) staining of mindin with subsets of tumour cells with weak staining.
3: Weak (2) staining of mindin with diffuse but weak staining in the vast majority of tumour cells
4: Moderate (3) staining of mindin with diffuse and moderately strong staining in the vast majority of
tumour cells
5: Strong (4) staining of TFF3 with strong and diffuse staining in the vast majority of tumour cells
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7.3.3.7. Patients and Methods Paper V
From the Malmö autopsy material, 160 medical records from patients with
SI-NET were found. Another 63 patients with other NETs were also registered but not included in incidence analysis. Records were scrutinized for
clinical diagnosis of SI-NET, primary tumour characteristics as well as the
presence of metastatic disease. For the entire study protocol, see appendix II.
For incidence and prevalence calculations, data was compared to the SCR,
including another 23 patients that were either not deceased during the time
period or did not have an autopsy performed at their death.

7.3.4. Statistical methods
For studies I-III, matched cases and controls were compared with regards to
potential prognostic factors using conditional logistic regression, computing
both uni- and multivariable analyses.
7.3.4.1. Case-Control study
There are strong reasons for using a case-control study when studying the
impact prognostic factors have on a certain event. It can be used to examine
multiple factors as well as to control for their individual confounding factors.
A nested case-control study also has the benefit of showing positive prognostic factors. In a case-control study, cases and controls must be comparable, besides the exposure of the studied event, which, in the context of our
studies, was the death of patients with SI-NETs. If controls and cases are not
highly comparable, the results might be skewed by selection bias. In some
ways, when these conditions are met, the statistical strength of the nested
case-control study approaches that of prospective cohort studies. One of the
limitations of a nested case-control study is the difficulty of studying treatment outcomes since the availability of an intervention might be dependent
on the event, causing reversed causality (e.g. a case with a larger tumour
load is offered treatment which is not given to the control, with a better
prognosis, making the treatment a prognostic factor for death).
7.3.4.2. Conditional logistic regression
The use of conditional logistic regression plays into the choice of a nested
case-control study. The cases in Papers I-III have deceased due to SI-NETs.
In this scenario, death from their SI-NET is the event that makes for a comparison with the non-event controls, comparing the outcome against proposed prognostic factors. All recalculation, data management and analysis
was performed with computer software, RStudio150(RStudio, version
0.99.893). The strength of an individual prognostic factor is given as an odds
ratio (OR). A higher odds ratio shows the strength of the studied prognostic
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factor and its effect on the risk of death from a SI-NET. However, the OR is
not fully comparable to the relative risk of individual factors. With 95%
confidence intervals, the OR was deemed significant if the confidence interval did not include 1.
7.3.4.3. Missing values, papers I-III
For most cohort studies, the issue of sporadic missing values must be dealt
with. There are three general ways of dealing with missing values and the
respective methods and their limitations are as follows:
1. Complete case analysis: Patients with missing values are excluded from
the respective analysis. Analysing data in this way carries the risk of including a selection bias in the results. Selection bias might occur when
missing data is unequal between cases and controls and might over or
underestimate the effect of the variable in question. Furthermore complete case analysis would exclude many patients from multivariable
analysis, rendering less reliable results. This method is therefore especially problematic for large datasets that follow patients over time as in
Papers I-III.
2. Additional category analysis: Missing values are included as an additional category. In Papers I-III this was the selected approach to missing
values. The limitation of additional category analysis is that if the
amount of missing data is large, this method might underestimate the
true variance in the data. Variance will be increasingly underestimated
with increasing likelihood of missing values not occurring randomly but
actually depending on the expected would-be value of the variable in
question. For this reason, longitudinal data might be particularly biased
towards an underestimation of the impact of negative prognostic factors.
3. Imputation of data: Missing values are either randomly assigned if values are missing at random and not related to the expected value of the
variable or calculated by adjusting for known data that likely impact the
missing value when the likelihood that the value is missing is dependent
on the expected value. Imputation becomes important when the probability of missing data for a variable is dependent on the likely would-be
value for that variable151. There are some variables in this study that
might have had more reliable results had imputation been used to deal
with missing values. For example, patients with more extensive disease
burden are more likely to have more substantial follow up than patients
with complete resections and no residual tumour. Therefore, late postoperative follow up in paper III might underestimate the impact of elevated
SSS or 5-HIAA values since nonsymptomatic patients with no residual
disease are less likely to be subjects of the rigorous follow-up protocols
offered to symptomatic stage IV patients. The issue with imputated values is that the computational exercise of calculating missing values
might produce false estimates of probability. This happens when the pa51

rameters used to adjust the randomly calculated value are given a false
predictive impact on the missing value151. This way, variance is likely
underestimated and a type I error is produced.
7.3.4.4. Cluster analysis
Cluster analysis is a computational tool for automated data analysis in order
to identify sets clusters of objects that are more similar to other objects in the
cluster than all other objects in the analysed data. In paper IV, we used a
type of centroid-based clustering called K-means clustering. This method
clusters data by combining sets of means into a given set of clusters wherein
the mean within the cluster (the centroid) is as close as possible to the individual means of the individual data. The distance of means in the cluster is
calculated as the shortest Euclidean distance between two points in a Euclidean space, much like calculating the distance of the length of one side of a
triangle when the length of two other sides is known. This process is continued in iterations, calculating a new centroid for each cluster and then calculating new clusters. This process continues until the cluster converges (i.e.
until another iteration does not result in a new centroid). The method was
applied in paper IV to find combinations of tissue staining results that partitioned our data into separate groups that would have been difficult to find by
other means.
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8. Results

In Papers I-III we have used the cohort described above. The general demographics are shown in Table 9. The mean age at diagnosis was 67 years
and 55% of the subjects were female. These data are comparable to those in
the SEER registry111 (52.6% females, mean age 64). Some facts should be
pointed out. We have staged all patients according to the ENETS criteria17
but we could not always differentiate patients within Stages I-IIIb in our
material. Because of this difficulty, TNM data are shown as either I-IIIb or
IV in all analyses. However, most SI-NET patients (85%)19 are usually in
either Stage IIIb or IV. Histologic grade is the second part of the ENETS
criteria, measured as a prognostic index using the Ki-67 index. Unfortunately, Ki-67 was introduced late in the 1990s and very few of our patients actually had a recorded Ki-67 value, making it difficult to analyse histological
grade as a prognostic factor.
Table 9. Demographics of cases and controls
Cases

Controls

Total

Patient data
Total
Males
Females

n
575
270
305

%
100.0
47.0
53.0

n
575
246
329

%
100.0
42.8
57.2

n
1150
516
634

%
100.0
44.9
55.1

Age a

Mean
67.04

SD
10.35

Mean
66.87

SD
10.22

Mean
66.95

SD
10.29

a

mean age and standard deviation SD 95%
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8.1. Paper I
In the first study we analysed preoperative prognostic factors for death in SINET cases. By the design of the study, none were diseased at this time and
surgery was usually performed within the first months of diagnosis. Prognostic factors studied in this paper were Symptom Severity Score (SSS), type of
first surgery, indication for surgery if the first surgery was an emergency
procedure, TNM stage and carcinoid heart disease at diagnosis. The outcomes of these prognostic factors are shown in Table 10.
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Table 10. Preoperative prognostic factors
Cases

Controls

Total

Odds Ratio Univariable
OR UV

Patient
data

n

%

n

%

n

%

Total

575

100

575

100

1150

100

Males

270

47,0

246

42.8

516

Females

305

53.0

329

57.2

634

Odds Ratio Multivariable OR MV

OR UV

CIa

OR MVb

CI MV

44.9

1.00

Reference

1.00

Reference

55.1

0.85

0.68 - 1.07

0.86

0.55 - 1.36

Symptom severity scorec
1

318

55.3

394

68.5

712

61.9

1.00

Reference

1.00

Reference

2

140

24.3

77

13.4

217

18.9

2.28

1.64 - 3.15

1.89

1.32 - 2.70

3

56

9.7

29

5.0

85

7.4

2.52

1.54 - 4.10

2.01

1.17 - 3.47

4-5d

24

4.2

7

1.2

31

2.7

4.17

1.76 - 9.87

3.59

1.41 - 9.17

Data not
available

37

6.4

68

11.8

105

9.1

2.28

1.64 - 3.15

1.89

1.32 - 2.70

Operation. type
Elective

17.2

51

8.9

150

13.0

1.00

Reference

1.00

Reference

Emergency surgery 194

99

33.7

215

37.4

409

35.6

0.46

0.31 - 0.69

1.14

0.62 - 2.07

Explorative

192

33.4

199

34.6

391

34.0

0.49

0.33 - 0.74

0.76

0.47 - 1.24

En
passent

35

6.1

46

8.0

81

7.0

0.37

0.21 - 0.66

0.82

0.42 - 1.60

No
surgery

12

2.1

2

0.3

14

1.2

2.68

0.57 - 12.57

8.04

1.48 - 43.68

Stages I IIIB

158

27.5

290

50.4

448

39.0

1.00

Reference

1.00

Reference

Stage IV

263

45.7

136

23.7

399

34.7

3.61

2.65 - 4.90

1.99

0.83 - 4.76

Data not
available
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26.8

149

25.9

303

26.3

1.81

1.33 - 2.47

0.86

0.55 - 1.36

Not
included

TNM stage

Carcinoid heart disease
Yes

15

2.6

8

1.4

23

2.0

0.62

0.17 - 2.26

No

22

3.8

6

1.0

28

2.4

1.00

Reference

Data not
available

538

93.6

561

97.6

1099

95.6

0.26

0.11 - 0.65

a)
b)
c)
d)

CI: 95% Confidence Interval.
Age difference was included as a factor in the multivariable analysis.
Adapted SSS as described by Wessels et al.148
SSS 4 and 5 were grouped together because of scarcity of patients with severe symptoms.

In this paper, symptomatic disease is a prognostic factor for death, both in
uni- and multivariable analysis. There is a trend towards an increased risk of
death with increasing symptoms (higher SSS).
The type of surgery also influenced the risk of death in SI-NETs, with
those patients having their first surgery as an elective procedure were singled
out as the ones most at risk of dying from their SI-NET. An emergency pro-
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cedure had an OR of 0.46 compared to elective surgery. These results lacked
statistical significance in the multivariable analyses.
In the subgroup of patients whose first surgery was an emergency procedure, there was no significantly increased risk of death (OR 0.92, CI 0.70 1.22) in patients who underwent surgery because of small bowel obstruction
(SBO). We could not therefore confirm SBO as being an individual prognostic factor for death in SI-NET cases.
TNM stage also influenced survival, with Stage IV disease being a significant prognostic factor compared to Stages I-IIIb in uni- but not in multivariable analysis (OR 3.61).
There were only 23 patients with preoperatively known insufficiency of
the tricuspidalis valve in this material, and carcinoid heart disease was not
shown to be a prognostic factor.
Given that symptomatic disease stood out as a prognostic factor, both in
uni- and multivariable analysis, we wanted to compare symptomatic disease
and TNM stage. The sub-analysis (see Paper I) showed that patients with
both Stage IV disease and hormonal symptoms were the patient group most
at risk of death from SI-NETs.

8.2. Paper II
Both symptomatic disease and Stage IV disease were unchanged as prognostic factors for death in SI-NETs for patients submitted to surgery. Liver metastases and peritoneal carcinomatosis were both prognostic factors for death
in uni and multivariable analysis with OR’s of 3.33 and 3.89 respectively
(Table 11). The radicality of surgery had a significant impact on prognosis.
A non-radical surgical procedure had an OR for death of 3.72 and remained
significant in the multivariable analysis. Radical resection of mesenteric
metastases was significant in univariable analysis, but this effect disappeared
in multivariable analysis, possibly after adjusting for total macroscopic radicality. Length of bowel resection showed an increase in OR for resections
longer than 50cm, but was not significant on multivariable analysis. In an
effort to study the impact of cytoreductive surgery, we found that most primary surgeries (71%, 801/1122) were bowel resections. Cytoreductive surgery was included in 5.6% of surgeries and a third of these were liver resections. These numbers were too small to make for reliable analyses of cytoreductive surgery.
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Table 11. Perioperative prognostic factors
Cases

Controls

Total

Odds Ratio Univariable OR UV

Odds Ratio Multivariable OR MV

Patient data n
%
n
%
n
%
OR UV CIa
OR MVb
CI MV
Total
561 100 561 100 1122
100
Macroscopically radical surgery in the abdomen
Radical
121 21.6 261 46.5 382
34.0 1.00
Reference 1.00
Reference
Not radical
321 57.2 200 35.7 521
46.4 3.72
2.73 - 5.08 1.95
1.39 - 2.73
Data missing 119 21.2 100 17.8 219
19.5 2.69
1.86 - 3.91 0.46
0.24 - 0.87
Radical surgery of mesenteric metastases
Radical
226 40.3 346 61.7 572
51.0 1.00
Reference 1.00
Reference
Not radical
236 42.1 126 22.5 362
32.3 2.88
2.16 - 3.84 1.24
0.73 - 2.10
Data missing 99
17.6 89
15.9 188
16.8 1.80
1.25 - 2.58 1.57
0.74 - 3.31
Liver Metastases
No
223 39.8 348 62.0 571
50.9 1.00
Reference 1.00
Reference
Yes
237 42.2 117 20.9 354
31.6 3.33
2.46 - 4.52 2.15
1.42 - 3.24
Data missing 101 18.0 96
17.1 197
17.6 1.62
1.15 - 2.30 1.43
0.85 - 2.40
Other metastases
No distal
301 53.7 413 73.6 714
63.6 1.00
Reference 1.00
Reference
metastases
Peritoneal
128 22.8 50
8.9 178
15.9 3.89
2.60 - 5.82 2.15
1.33 - 3.48
carcinosis
Other metas13
2.3 8
1.4 21
1.9
1.89
0.77 - 4.64 1.54
0.54 - 4.35
tases
Data missing 119 21.2 90
16.0 209
18.6 1.78
1.29 - 2.46 1.98
1.06 - 3.71
Symptomatic diseasec
Not Symptomatic
311 55.4 386 68.8 697
62.1 1.00
Reference 1.00
Reference
Symptomatic 213 38.0 109 19.4 322
28.7 2.45
1.83 - 3.28 1.70
1.07 - 2.70
Data Missing 37
6.6 66
11.8 103
9.2
0.71
0.45 - 1.13 1.25
0.63 - 2.49
Bowel resection
1-50cm
211 37.6 230 41.0 441
39.3 1.00
Reference 1.00
Reference
>50cm
180 32.1 141 25.1 321
28.6 1.40
1.05 - 1.87 0.86
0.51 - 1.47
No bowel
68
12.1 50
8.9 118
10.5 1.51
0.99 - 2.31 0.63
0.41 - 0.98
resection
Data missing 102 18.2 140 25.0 242
21.6 0.78
0.57 - 1.08 1.33
1.00 - 1.75
a) 95% Confidence Interval
b) Variables included in the multivariable analysis were: macroscopically radical surgery, radical
surgery of mesenteric metastases, liver metastases, other metastases, bowel resection, symptomatic disease, gender and age difference
c) Symptoms were scored according to an adapted SSS originally described by Wessels et
al.147,148 Symptomatic disease was defined as SSS>1.
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Postoperative 30 day complications occurred in 18% of surgeries but were
not shown to have prognostic impact (Table 12). Six patients died within 30
days of primary surgery. Deaths occurred exclusively in cases, possibly a
result of the study design but neither overall complications nor severe complications were prognostic factors for death.
Table 12. Postoperative 30 day complications, categorized according to ClavienDindo149
Cases
Patient data
no complication
I
II
IIIa
IIIb
IV
V
a)
b)

Controls

Total

n

%

n

%

n

%

Odds Ratio Univariable (OR UV)
OR UV

CI

452
23
30
4
25
21
6

80.6
4.1
5.3
0.7
4.5
3.7
1.1

465
22
25
4
22
23
0

82.9
3.9
4.5
0.7
3.9
4.1
0.0

917
45
55
8
47
44
6

81.7
4.0
4.9
0.7
4.2
3.9
0.5

1.07
1.27
1.03
1.15
0.93
1.07
(b)

0.59 - 1.92
0.73 - 2.20
0.26 - 4.13
0.65 - 2.04
0.51 - 1.71
0.59 - 1.92

95% Confidence Interval
Not possible to analyse, division by zero

8.3. Paper III
Paper III focused on postoperative prognostic factors. Postoperative in this
study refers to the time period after the first surgery for a SI-NET, usually
performed early after diagnosis. The factors of importance in this study were
symptoms, 5-HIAA values, TNM stage, carcinoid heart disease, recurrence
after prior radical surgery and the outcome of follow up surgery. The impact
of a second malignancy as a prognostic factor was also studied. The prognostic impact of symptoms, 5-HIAA and TNM stage were studied at three
months, two years and five years postoperatively. Cases that were diseased
at the respective time intervals were excluded from further analysis, together
with their corresponding controls (39 cases had died three months postoperatively, 170 at two years and 311 at five years). 14 cases from the original
cohort were not subjected to surgery and were excluded from this study together with corresponding controls. Some factors could appear at any time
in the postoperative period: these factors were studied as all-time prognostic
factors (Table 13)
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Table 13. All-time postoperative prognostic factors
Cases

Controls

Patient data
n
%
n
Total
561
100
561
Males
262
46.7
240
Females
299
53.)
321
Confirmed insufficiency of the tricuspidalis valve
Yes
48
8.6
27
No
513
91.4
534
Second primary
Yes
21
3.7
56
No
432
77.0
406
Data missing 108
19.3
99
a) 95% Confidence Interval

Odds Ratio Univariable
OR UV
%
100
42.8
57.2

OR UV

CIa

1.00
0.86

Ref.
0.68 - 1.08

4.8
95.2

1.91
1.00

1.16 - 3.17
Ref.

10.0
72.4
17.6

0.37
1.00
1.05

0.22 - 0.61
Ref.
0.77 - 1.44

For all-time postoperative prognostic factors, gender was not related to
death. A confirmed tricuspid insufficiency, the definition of CHD in this
study, was a prognostic factor for death at univariable analysis. A total of 75
patients were diagnosed with insufficiency of the tricuspid valve, 48 cases
compared to 27 controls, resulting in an OR of 1.91 for tricuspidalis insufficiency. The occurrence of a second primary was inversely related to death,
making another malignancy a positive prognostic factor (OR 0.37). This was
most likely due to study design and was not considered a real association.
This finding will be thoroughly examined in the discussion section.
The all-time prognostic factor, radical secondary surgery, was conducted
as a subanalysis, where only matched cases and controls were allowed, i.e.
both cases and controls were required to have had secondary surgery (Table
14).
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Table 14. Postoperative subanalysis
Cases
Patient data
n
%
Radicality of secondary surgeryb
Patients
73
100.0
Radical
12
19.0
Not radical
51
81.0
Data missing 13
17.8

a)
b)

Controls

Odds Ratio Univariable
(OR UV)

n

%

OR UV

CIa

73
28
36
13

100.0
43.8
56.2
17.8

1.00
3.28
2.12

Ref.
1.42 – 7.56
0.67 – 6.72

Confidence Interval 95%
Matched patients with secondary surgery

Nonradical secondary surgery was a prognostic factor, but this analysis included few patients and might be influenced by selection bias.
For the time-dependent prognostic factors, there were similar trends at all
the studied intervals. Symptomatic disease was generally a prognostic factor
for death in SI-NETs (Tables 15-17) at three months, two years and five
years respectively in uni and multivariable analysis. There was a trend towards increasing OR’s for increasing SSS scores. Similarly, Stage IV disease had prognostic impact in both uni- and multivariable analysis over all
time periods. Because of the likely shared causal pathway of symptomatic
disease and 5-HIAA values (i.e. more circulating serotonin correlates to
more symptomatic disease), 5-HIAA was not included in the multivariable
analysis but elevated 5-HIAA had prognostic importance in univariable
analysis for all time periods.
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Table 15. Postoperative prognostic factors at three months postoperatively
Cases

Controls

Odds Ratio Univariable
OR UV

Odds Ratio Multivariable OR MV

Patient
data
n (%)
n (%)
OR UV
CIa
OR MVb
CI MV
Total
522 (100%)
522 (100%)
Females 282 (54.0%)
297 (56.9%)
1.00
Ref.
1.00
Ref.
Males
240 (46.0%)
225 (43.1%)
1.12
0.89 - 1.42
1.11
0.86 - 1.44
Symptom severity scorec
1
211 (40.4%)
295 (56.5%)
1.00
Ref.
1.00
Ref.
2
123 (23.6%)
74 (14.2%)
2.39
1.68 - 3.39
1.71
1.17 - 2.50
3
29 (5.6%)
15 (2.9%)
3.10
1.54 - 6.27
2.09
1.00 - 4.39
4-5d
9 (1.7%)
2 (0.4%)
5.54
1.18 - 25.99 3.82
0.69 - 21.04
Data not
136 (26.1%)
1.68
1.25 - 2.26
1.78
1.25 - 2.52
available 150 (28.7%)
WHO stage
Stage I 147 (28.2%)
262 (50.2%)
1.00
Ref.
1.00
Ref.
IIIB
Stage IV 270 (51.7%)
133 (25.5%)
3.92
2.85 - 5.41
3.44
2.46 - 4.80
Data not
127 (24.3%)
1.52
1.09 - 2.13
1.20
0.82 - 1.76
available 105 (20.1%)
5-HIAA
Normal 88 (16.9%)
141 (27.0%)
1.00
Ref.
Not included
Elevated 107 (20.5%)
60 (11.5%)
2.90
1.92 - 4.40
Data not
321 (61.5%)
1.70
1.25 - 2.31
available 327 (62.6%)
a) CI: 95% Confidence Interval.
b) Variables included in the multivariable analysis were: gender, symptom severity score SSS,
WHO stage and age difference. 5-HIAA was not included in the multivariable analysis due to
causal pathways similar to SSS.
c) Adapted SSS as described by Wessels et al147,148.
d) SSS 4 and 5 were grouped together because of scarcity of patients with severe symptoms.
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Table 16. Prognostic factors at two years postoperatively
Cases
Patient
data
n (%)
Total
394 (100%)
Females
225 (57.1%)
Males
169 (42.9%)
Symptom severity scorec
1
119 (30.3%)
2
95 (24.2%)
3
22 (5.6%)

Controls

Odds Ratio Univariable
OR UV

Odds Ratio Multivariable OR MV

n (%)
394 (100%)
235 (59.6%)
159 (40.4%)

OR UV

CIa

OR MVb

CI MV

1.00
1.11

Ref.
0.85 - 1.46

1.00
1.18

Ref.
0.88 - 1.57

185 (47.0%)
66 (16.8%)
12 (3.0%)

120
2.21
3.24

Ref.
1.46 - 3.36
1.49 - 7.06

1.00
1.62
2.20

Ref.
1.03 - 2.53
0.98 - 4.96
1.43 93.57

4-5d
11 (2.8%)
1 (0.3%)
14.10
1.80 - 110.74 11.57
Data not
146 (37.2%)
130 (33.0%)
1.88
1.33 - 2.65
1.82
1.25 - 2.65
available
WHO stage
Stage I 126 (32.0%)
193 (49.0%)
1.00
Ref.
1.00
Ref.
IIIB
Stage IV
179 (45.4%)
100 (25.4%)
3.01
2.09 - 4.33
2.59
1.75 - 3.83
Data not
89 (22.6%)
101 (25.6%)
1.45
1.00 - 2.11
1.25
0.83 - 1.88
available
5-HIAA
Normal
56 (14.2%)
95 (24.1%)
1.00
Ref.
Not included
Elevated
82 (20.8%)
55 (14.0%)
2.55
1.57 - 4.15
Data not
256 (65.0%)
244 (61.9%)
1.86
1.27 - 2.74
available
a) CI: 95% Confidence Interval.
b) Variables included in the multivariable analysis were: gender, symptom severity score SSS,
WHO stage and age difference.
c) Adapted SSS as described by Wessels et al.147,148
d) SSS 4 and 5 were grouped together because of scarcity of patients with severe symptoms.
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Table 17. Prognostic factors 5 years postoperatively
Cases

Controls

Odds Ratio Univariable Odds Ratio Multivaria(OR UV)
ble (OR MV)

Patient data n (%)
n (%)
OR UV
CIa
OR MVb
CI MV
Total
264 (100%) 264 (100%)
Females
152 (57.6%) 158 (59.8%) 1.00
Ref.
1.00
Ref.
Males
112 (42.4%) 106 (40.2%) 1.04
0.75 - 1.44
1.16
0.81 - 1.66
Symptom severity scorec
1
55 (20.8%)
116 (43.9%) 120
Ref.
1.00
Ref.
2
52 (19.7%)
42 (15.9%)
2.61
1.51 - 4.53
2.58
1.45 - 4.59
3
26 (9.8%)
11 (4.2%)
5.52
2.38 - 12.82 3.63
1.51 - 8.76
4-5d
6 (2.3%)
1 (0.4%)
10.15
1.16 - 88.38 5.40
0.63 - 46.56
Data not
125 (47.3%) 94 (35.6%)
2.83
1.84 - 4.34
2.93
1.83 - 4.70
available
WHO stage
Stages I 83 (31.4%)
130 (49.2%) 1.00
Ref.
1.00
Ref.
IIIB
Stage IV
113 (42.8%) 65 (24.6%)
2.94
1.75 - 4.94
2.94
1.75 - 4.94
Data not
68 (25.8%)
69 (26.1%)
1.73
1.10 - 2.72
1.28
0.77 - 2.11
available
5-HIAA
Normal
33 (12.5%)
56 (21.2%)
1.00
Ref.
Elevated
60 (22.7%)
27 (10.2%)
3.53
1.86 - 6.71
Data not
171 (64.8%) 181 (68.6%) 1.60
0.99 - 2.58
available
a) CI: 95% Confidence Interval.
b) Variables included in the multivariable analysis were: gender, symptom severity score (SSS),
WHO stage and age difference.
c) Adapted SSS as described by Wessels et al.147,148
d) SSS 4 and 5 were grouped together because of scarcity of patients with severe symptoms.
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8.4. Paper IV
All tumours were, besides common growth patterns, confirmed as being of
endocrine origin with strong chromogranin and synaptophysin stains. An
analysis of survival and expression patterns showed that low TFF3 in primary tumours was associated with decreased survival (Figure 5, p=0.018).
Figure 5. Kaplan-Meier survival curve based on low (0-1) or high (2-4) expression
of TTF3 in primary tumours.

The staining results of 40 patients revealed that metastatic tumours were
more generally G2 than primary tumours. In the more proliferative G2 tumours, the stains of TFF3, ACTG2 and mindin all had stronger expression
patterns compared to G1 tumours (Table 18). Incorporating clinical data
from the NCCS papers, patients with known metastatic disease had higher
expressions of mindin, regardless if the analysed tissue sample was from a
metastatic or primary tumour.
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Table 18. WHO grade and differences in staining of TFF3, ACTG2, mindin and
DCF3
WHO grade
TFF3
0
1
2
3
4
ACTG1
0
1
2
3
Mindin
0
1
2
3
4
DCR3
0
1
2
3
4
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

G1

G2

3
5
4
11
15

0
0
0
6
0

28
7
2
1

1
2
3
0

9
12
13
4
0

1
0
2
2
1

5
0
15
3
0
0
11
2
7
1
All stains included, including 4 patients with two available tissue sections. There are 44 observations for 40 patients
According to ENETS guidelines, G1= Ki-67 index ≤2, G2= 3%> Ki-67 ≤20%
0= Negative. No staining of tumour cytoplasm
1= Focal. Subsets of tumour cells with weak staining.
2= Weak. Diffuse but weak staining in the vast majority (>90%) of cells
3=Moderate. Diffuse and moderately strong immunoreactivity in the vast majority (>90%) of
tumour cells.
4= Strong. Strong and diffuse immunoreactivity in the vast majority (>90%) of tumour cells.

For the cluster analysis, we aimed at finding expression patterns that could
impact on survival. Initial clustering of all stainings did not show any meaningful patterns but revealed that most of the cluster separation was done by
differing means of TFF3, ACTG2 and DcR3. A second cluster calculation
(Figure 6) computed from these three expressions showed separation into
three distinct clusters where TFF3 explained most of the variability.
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Figure 6. Cluster analysis based on expression of TFF3, ACTG2 and DcR3. Three
distinct clusters were found, with gathering of low DcR3 expression in Cluster 2 and
low TFF3 expression in Cluster 3.

These clusters were compared to survival by Cox regression and Cluster 3, a
cluster dominated by low TFF3 expression, was significantly correlated to
decreased survival (Figure 7, P= <0.03).
Figure 7. Kaplan Meier survival analysis based on clustering. Patients belonging to
Cluster 3 had the shortest survival.
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8.5. Paper V
Most tumours in the autopsy study were in patients with subclinical tumours.
There were 15 patients (9.3%) with a clinically diagnosed SI-NET. Most
patients with subclinical tumours had tumours confined to the small bowel
lumen (109, 75%), whereas clinical tumours were generally metastasized
(13/15, 86%). The two clinical patients with only intraluminal tumours had
evidence of a prior small bowel resection, suggesting that, in line with Paper
III, patients with macroscopically radical resections will have recurrences if
surveillance is long enough. Multiple primary tumours were relatively common and were reported in 40% of autopsies. A total of 50 patients (31%)
had signs of metastatic disease, and the extent of metastatic disease is summarized in table 20.
Table 19. Distribution of metastatic disease in SI-NET at autopsy

Metastatic
disease

Total

Yes
No

50
110

Peritoneal
Regional
Para-aortal Liver metas- carcinomatosis
lymph nodes lymph nodes tases

Extrahepatic tumour

46

15

6

21

7

Exclusively clinical patients with metastatic disease had signs of insufficiency of the tricuspid valve together with signs of cardiac insufficiency.
Synchronous tumours occurred in 48% of SI-NET autopsies. The most
common synchronous tumour was colorectal cancer (10%, 17/160). In a
report by Berge et al. from all autopsies performed in the Malmö region between 1958 and 1969, multiple malignant tumours occurred in approximately 13.3%152. Presupposing that the risk of multiple tumours did not change
drastically for the 13 years that followed the Berge study, patients with SINETs were more than three times more likely to harbour another malignancy
than their peers.
The mean annual incidence of SI-NETs in the total Malmö population between 1970 and 1982 was 5.7 per 100 000 persons. The incidence in males
(7.4/100 000) was significantly higher than for females (4.2/100 000,
p=0.0001). The mean annual prevalence of SI-NETs in this cohort was approximately 7/1 000 inhabitants.
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9. Discussion

9.1. Symptomatic disease
Symptomatic disease stands out as one of the most important risk factors in
the NCCS (Papers I-III). In Paper I, it is interesting to note that patients with
Stage IV disease but without symptoms will do better than their symptomatic
peers. This certainly shows that symptomatic disease, in itself, is a prognostic factor and that treating symptomatic disease is necessary, not solely for
improving the quality of life of SI-NET patients but, possibly, for improving
their prognosis. This fact opens up the speculation that patients with symptomatic disease might benefit from more aggressive surgical and medical
treatment. Having hormonal symptoms indicates an abundance of circulating
bioactive peptides. These peptides surely have a multitude of biological effects both locally and systemically, the most obvious being the build-up of
fibrotic plaques on the valves of the right heart, followed by carcinoid heart
disease, one of the most important prognostic factors for death. Indeed, the
incidence of tricuspidalis insufficiency increases with increasing
symptoms153. For that reason, we would propose that patients with a high
tumour load Stage IV and symptomatic disease nonresponsive to maximal
medical treatment might be a patient group where tumour debulking surgery
could have a prognostic impact, besides, ideally, alleviating symptoms. Actually, there are many proponents for tumour debulking surgery in symptomatic Stage IV patients.
Surveillance is important in most malignancies and SI-NET cases are no
different. If surveillance is long enough, most patients with SI-NETs will
develop recurrences84. Routine follow-up is important in order to achieve an
early diagnosis of recurrent disease, since secondary surgery with an apparent macroscopically radical result seems to improve prognosis (Paper II).
Finding the recurrence early is important, as it might improve the outcome of
surgery or the feasibility of surgery. This suggestion should be noted with
some caution. A nested case-control study is not primarily designed to study
therapeutic effects, and the types of surgery and the indications are heterogenic in this study. Patients with a higher tumour load will generally not
become tumour-free on secondary surgery and patients with minute recurrences might live for a long time regardless of surgical resection. However, a
study on follow-up surgery in the setting of clinical recurrences might be
difficult to perform. It would be unethical not to offer prudent surgery in
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cases where a macroscopically radical result seems feasible, thereby making
it difficult to recruit patients for the control arm in such a study. But in the
light of our findings, a structured review of symptoms seems essential in
surveillance algorithms for SI-NET patients as symptomatic progression
indicates a patient possibly in need of more aggressive treatment, both medically and surgically. Patients with symptomatic progression might therefore
benefit from re-evaluation at multidisciplinary treatment conferences.
It is interesting to note that such a large portion of our cases is diseased
within two years (30%, 170/575). The TNM staging will surely explain some
of the early deaths in our data, and as we have shown, having a larger tumour load will impact survival but the individual impact of liver metastasis,
mesenteric metastases, distant metastases and peritoneal metastasis has been
studied in more depth.

9.2. Carcinoid heart disease
When comparing to other cohorts, the diagnosis of carcinoid heart disease is
lower in Papers I and III than in most other studies. This might be because
cardiac ultrasounds were not part of routine pre- or postoperative work-ups.
Another likely reason might be that our material is not a true reflection on
the amount of cardiac ultrasounds that were actually performed. In Paper III,
reflecting all-time diagnostics, a total of 77 tricuspid valve insufficiencies
were diagnosed. They were more frequent among cases, resulting in an OR
of 1.91 in univariable analysis. In most other materials, the diagnosis of
CHD presents a poor prognosis and is a common cause of death in patients
in Stage IV.

9.3. TNM stage and surgery.
Most studies report that patients with SI-NETs are generally in either Stage
IIIb or IV and this is true in the NCCS as well. Stage had a substantial impact on prognosis in Paper II with OR’s for liver metastases and peritoneal
carcinosis of 3.50 and 4.54 respectively. Disease stage at presentation is
certainly the most important prognostic factor for SI-NETs. This goes for
prognostication, which is the main aim of this thesis. The difficult question,
and one that is perhaps somewhat out of the scope of this thesis is what
treatment options should be offered to patients with metastatic disease. Most,
if not all, patients with metastatic disease, and patients with signs of progression in particular, should be offered LAR formulations of somatostatin analogues. Even though patients cannot be returned into a lower TNM stage,
there is only one treatment modality that has the potential of making patients
tumour-free: surgery. There is robust evidence for the positive prognostic
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impact of radical surgery in patients with localised disease and is recommended in all available guidelines for reasonably fit patients. Not to offer a
potential surgical cure would be outright unethical. Mesenteric fibrosis can
be substantial, making surgery difficult since resections close to the mesenteric root carry the risk of loss of large portions of the small bowel, with the
resulting substantial decrease in quality of life and life expectancy for such
patients. That is the argument for referral of challenging locoregional resections to tertiary centres with a higher volume of such procedures. That argument draws support from Paper II with the finding of an improved prognosis
in patients with macroradical resections. With assiduous follow-up, most
patients will eventually develop recurrences, but the impact of RO surgery
will be substantial nonetheless. For patients with liver or other metastases,
there are two important considerations when discussing surgical treatment.
1. Should the primary tumour and mesenteric metastases be resected
in metastatic disease?
2. Should liver metastases be resected?
With regards to our findings in Paper I, radical surgery of mesenteric metastases has a positive impact in patients with liver metastases. In the multivariable analysis, this difference disappeared, possibly because of diminished
impact after adjustment for total macroscopic radicality. For symptomatic
patients who are suffering from subtotal intestinal obstruction or some degree of venous ischemia, resection is generally motivated. The difficulty lies
in the treatment strategy for the asymptomatic patient. In this series, an interaction analysis in Paper II and symptomatic disease showed that symptomatic disease had a more substantial impact than radical locoregional surgery. This finding needs to be addressed.
First, symptomatic disease in Papers I-III does not include abdominal pain
or signs of some degree of bowel obstruction. Therefore, in these studies, a
patient with clear signs of incomplete bowel obstruction is regarded as an
asymptomatic patient and the only gastrointestinal symptom included in the
SSS is diarrhoea (which could be the result of venous ischaemia). This might
possibly complicate analysis since the most common presenting sign of a SINET is abdominal pain and not symptoms of functional disease5. Therefore,
in Paper II, mesenteric resections seem advocated in patients where resections might improve symptoms but less so in asymptomatic patients. Similar
results were recently published by Daskalakis et al.154 where asymptomatic
patients, matched by propensity score, were compared for resection of the
primary and mesenteric metastases versus delayed or no surgery. In the
Daskalakis paper, there was no survival benefit for patients with impromptu
surgery compared to resections delayed by at least 6 months. Furthermore,
patients in the delayed group who eventually had surgery (58%, mean time
until surgery 18months) had fewer reoperations because of bowel obstruc70

tion than patients with up-front prophylactic surgery. To date and to the best
of our knowledge, there are no randomised controlled studies of up-front
locoregional resection versus a delayed approach in asymptomatic patients in
Stage IV. All available studies (some are summarized in Table 4) are retrospective, reporting an improved overall survival compared to non-surgically
treated patients. These results might just as likely be explained by a substantial selection bias where younger, fitter and more resilient patients are offered surgery, whereas older patients with more comorbidities are offered
palliative, non-surgical treatments. In the light of these studies and the results in Paper II, symptomatic patients should be offered locoregional surgery. In the asymptomatic patient, neither our results nor published retrospective series give unequivocal support for prophylactic resections and the
surgical community should study the “surgery when needed” approach, preferably in a multinational randomised-controlled study.
We could not make reliable analyses of liver surgery because of few liver
resections in primary surgeries. We refrained from analysing the outcome of
hepatic resections at second surgery because of difficulties with reversed
causality. From the literature, there is substantial support for surgical resections when the resection can be done radically whilst sparing a functional
liver remnant, much like the results in colorectal cancer. Also, cytoreductive
surgery, where at least 70%-90% of hepatic metastases can be resected, has
shown improved 5-year survival compared to historical controls. The available data support both of these approaches but results are surely clouded by
selection bias. Generally, fitter patients with less tumour volume are the ones
selected for surgical resections and they would surely do better than patients
with extensive disease and more comorbidities, regardless of therapy. The
strongest case for surgery is in few (2-3) unilobar, discrete metastases where
all hepatic metastases can be resected in a single session.
There is evidence for the tumour stabilizing effect of LAR preparations of
somatostatin analogues91,127, but these effects are transient and tumours become treatment-resistant over time. Furthermore, initial surgical treatment
still leaves patients open for ischaemic (HAE/HACE) or radionuclide
(PRRT) treatment when the recurrence inevitably appears. For patients with
symptomatic, treatment-resistant, non-resectable disease, surgery might be
an option for those with large, solid, hepatic metastases.
Patients in Papers I-III were sometimes offered HAE or HACE, but study
design would infer reversed causality bias and therefore any impact of these
therapies could not be studied.
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9.4. Second malignancy and synchronous tumours
Second malignancy is a prognostic factor in this study, but the result showing that a second malignancy is actually a prognostic factor of positive impact in Paper II goes against common sense. It is not the belief of the authors
that having two malignant tumours infers a survival benefit. We believe that
this finding is due to the design of the study rather than an actual biological
effect. Since cases are required to be deceased due to their SI-NET, controls
are more likely to die from other causes, e.g. another malignancy. Death
from a more malignant tumour will therefore only occur amongst controls,
who will only be accepted as controls if they outlive their corresponding
cases, thereby resulting in an apparent survival benefit of another type of
malignancy in this study.
The results from Paper V raise the discussion whether patients with SINETs are at an increased risk of developing a second malignancy. There
have been different results regarding this proposed association79,155,156, and
arguments have been raised that the fact that SI-NET patients are under close
surveillance leads to a higher ratio of identification of secondary malignancies. This argument is negated by the fact that multiple tumours were at least
as common in patients with subclinical disease as in patients with a clinical
diagnosis ante mortem. A possible explanation for the increased risk of another malignancy could be the production and release of pro-oncogenic peptides by the tumour cells. The release of growth factors and anti-apoptotic
peptides by the tumour cells, in abundance in metastatic disease, might promote tumour growth and cell dedifferentiation in other cell types as well.
However, the inverse relationship could be true as well: another malignancy
might promote SI-NET tumorigenesis by the same mechanisms. For both
these explanations, the finding of an increased incidence of colorectal cancer
in individuals with SI-NETs compared to historical controls could be considered as supporting such a hypothesis. Considering that most of the autopsy findings were of tumours in earlier stages, it seems reasonable to assume
that the release of pro-oncogenic factors by the co-existing tumour might be
the promotor of SI-NET tumorigenesis in some patients. In that sense, SINET tumours could be considered a paraneoplastic phenomenon.
Our results in Paper V might overestimate the risk of concomitant malignancies to some extent. There was no difference in mean age between the
total cohort and the SI-NET cohort in the autopsy study, but considering that
our material might be somewhat biased towards autopsies in older persons
(the risk of cancer increases with age), the comparison might be between
somewhat non-homogenous cohorts. It seems highly unlikely, however, that
this would be the sole explanation for the accumulation of synchronous malignancies in people with SI-NETs. One important aspect to learn from this
study, regardless of etiology, is that synchronous malignancies, and colorectal cancer in particular, are more common in SI-NET patients. This thesis
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would therefore support an evaluation for other, perhaps more malignant,
tumours in patients recently diagnosed with a SI-NET and for colorectal
cancer in particular.

9.5. Immunohistochemistry
To study the expression patterns of tumour cells, as well as to observe the
change in these patterns at dedifferentiation, are crucial for understanding
the evolution of any cancer.
In Paper IV, we identified a potential dual role for TFF3 in SI-NET tumorigenesis. Low TFF3 expression occurred exclusively in primary tumours
and was a marker of both clinical metastatic disease and poor survival. In
contrast, in the six G2 tumours, there was a high expression of TFF3. In this
context, it is tempting so propose a similar explanation as was given by Ahmed et al. when observing similar patterns in breast cancer46. The authors of
this study could show that in highly differentiated cancer, TFF3 was highly
expressed, and expressed on the luminal edge of cancer cells, taken as a sign
of functional TFF3 eliciting its normal function in cell wall repair. When
tumour cells dedifferentiated, TFF3 was expressed either paranucleic or towards the stroma of breast cancer, where the pro-oncogenic properties of
TFF3 could drive proliferation in the cell or in adjacent cells. In SI-NETs,
low TFF3 expression could signal a loss of function in primary tumours,
whereas high expression might be interpreted as promoters of dedifferentiation in metastatic tissue. In support of such a hypothesis is the reported high
TFF expression in cells lining the insulinar area of tumours with an insulinar
growth pattern52.
Mindin, an extracellular matrix protein, crucial for the immune response
for normal cells, showed elevated expressions in more proliferative tumours
and is a marker of metastatic disease. The exact role of mindin in malignancy is not clear since recently published results are conflicting. Our results
would support the function of mindin as a mediator of integrin-promoted cell
proliferation and migration in cancer cells.
Ki-67, a marker of cells in a proliferative state, showed higher proliferation in metastatic tissue compared to primary tumours. The low proliferation
in primary tumours is surely part of the explanation for how primary tumours can remain clinically silent for years before detection, not least evidenced by the high frequency of subclinical tumours found at autopsy in
Paper V.
When the results of Papers IV and V are taken together, the evolution of
SI-NETs might be summarized in part as follows: SI-NETs arise in the EC
cells of the small bowel mucosa, in some cases stimulated by the prooncogenic properties of another malignancy. The primary remains clinically
silent for years because of a low grade of proliferation and a high differentia73

tion (evidenced by TFF3 expressed on the insulinar borders of the tumour).
Eventually, mutations amassed over time cause a shift of tumour cell behaviour, with increased proliferation and metastatic seeding, supported by an
increase in mindin expression and loss of normal function or expression of
TFF3, and clinical disease becomes evident.
As a word of caution, the small sample size in Paper IV limits the reach
of interpretations of our results, and the patterns observed might even be
specific to the studied cohort and not a universal pattern seen in SI-NETs.
Our results are to a degree suggested by similar results in other SI-NET studies as well as studies of other malignancies.

9.6. Incidence
In large materials, the annual incidence of SI-NETs is between 0.3 and 1.7
per 100 000. There are also substantial data for the increase in SI-NET incidence in more recent decades. In Paper V, we report the approximate annual
incidence of clinical and subclinical SI-NETs as 5.7 per 100 000. Our results
do not seem confounded by age since the mean age was the same as in the
entire cohort. Furthermore, males were almost twice as likely as females to
harbour a SI-NET (7.4 vs. 4.2 per 100 000). These two results explain why,
with modern diagnostic tools and an ageing population, the incidence of SINETs is on the rise and also why males have surpassed females in SI-NET
incidence142,153,157. Compared to the Berge study from the preceding twelve
years, the incidences are similar and do not robustly support an actual increase in SI-NET incidence. To offer a more compelling argument for the
stable total incidence of SI-NETs, a similar study would have to be repeated
in a modern cohort after the reported rise in incidence. Public support for an
autopsy coverage of over 80% in modern society, required by such a study,
is weak at best, suggesting that this type of study will not take place in the
near future.
The mean prevalence of almost 7 per 1 000 persons suggests that, when
feasible, the small bowel should be palpated for SI-NET nodules during surgeries for other diseases. In Paper I, the authors were astonished by the not
infrequent instances when the SI-NET was found during open appendectomy
or cholecystectomy. The wide implementation of laparoscopic surgeries,
although safe and prudent for the intended surgery, might make Stage I-IIIa
tumours almost anecdotal in the future.
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10. Conclusions

Symptomatic disease is an important prognostic factor for death in SI-NET
cases and aggressive treatment, both surgical and medical, might improve
the outcome of patients with symptomatic disease.
Surgical treatment remains the most important treatment modality for SINETs and is the only curative treatment.
Liver metastases and peritoneal carcinomatosis were prognostic factors at
primary surgery for SI-NET.
Patients with SI-NETs should be offered long-time surveillance since prompt
treatment of recurrences might infer the possibility of rendering the patient
macroscopically tumour–free, which has positive prognostic impact.
During SI-NET surgery, even if liver metastases are present, the resection of
mesenteric metastases is a positive prognostic factor. This effect might be
more pronounced in symptomatic patients.
TFF3 was suggested as having a dual role in the progression of tumours
from localised to metastatic disease.
Mindin was more strongly expressed in metastatic tumours, which is in line
with the proposed effect of mindin in SI-NET tumorigenesis, as it promotes
cell proliferation and migration through its function as a ligand for integrin.
The mean annual incidence of clinical and subclinical SI-NETs is 5.7 per
100 000 and males are more likely to develop SI-NETs than females.
Patients with SI-NETs are at an increased risk of a metachronous malignancy compared with the normal population, especially for colon cancer. This
suggests that screening for other malignancies in newly diagnosed SI-NETs
should be considered.
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11. Future perspectives

The question of primary tumour resection in asymptomatic patients in the
event of metastatic disease seems to have reached the limit of retrospective
studies. Most data are in support of such resections, although possibly prejudiced by selection bias. Multicentre, randomised controlled trials are needed
to move from expert opinion to evidence-based medicine. This also holds
true for hepatic resections.
The heterogeneity of SI-NETs is evident in these papers as well and further research is needed to establish prognostic markers at presentation and
during follow-up. Further IHC studies should strive to identify expression
patterns that are specific for benign and aggressive disease.
Some potential oncotargets have been identified and a few drugs aimed at
these targets have been incorporated in the treatment of advanced tumours.
Further studies of factors that drive tumour proliferation and cell migration
might identify other such targets and it is likely that future treatment for
metastatic SI-NETs will include tailored and patient-specific therapies.
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12. Summary of thesis in Swedish

12.1. Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Neuroendokrina tunntarmstumörer (TT-NET) är en relativt ovanlig sjukdom
med en årlig incidens av ca 1 per 100 000 invånare. Tumören börjar i tunntarmen, växer vanligtvis långsamt och ger initialt få symtom. Själva primärtumören är oftast mycket liten och vanligtvis utvecklas inte några symtom
förrän tumören givit metastaser i tarmkäxet eller i levern. Vad som dragit
författaren till denna sjukdom är de specifika symtom som drabbar ungefär
30 % av patienterna med spridd sjukdom. Tumörerna producerar hormonellt
aktiva proteiner som vid lokaliserad sjukdom bryts ned av levern, men
kringgår leverns metabolism i metastaserad sjukdom vilket leder till uppkomsten av hormonella symtom. Detta kan ses som ansiktsflush, frekventa
diarréer och mer sällan som obstruktiva symtom. Dessa proteiner påverkar
också hjärtklaffarna på hjärtats högra sida och skapar läckage vid framförallt
trikuspidalisklaffen. Den resulterande högersidiga hjärtsvikten är en vanlig
orsak till död vid spridd sjukdom. I delarbete 1-3 användes en symtomskattningsskala för att beskriva graden av symtom som patienten upplevde.
Sjukdomens ovanlighet är en viktig anledning till att det finns sparsamt med
data för prognostisering och beslutsgrunder för kirurgi. De flesta studier av
kirurgisk behandling kommer från enskilda center och studerar data i efterhand, vilket minskar det genomslag forskningen kan få för behandling.
De tre delarbeten (1-3) som inleder avhandlingen behandlar prognostiska
faktorer för död i TT-NET ur tre olika synvinklar. De grundar sig på en fall
kontroll grupp framtagen med hjälp av cancerregistret och dödsorsaksregistret. Fallen var patienter som dött av sin TT-NET och kontroller var matchade
till fall utifrån kalenderår och att de hade överlevt fallet med åtminstone en
månad. Dessa tre arbeten var inriktade på en av tre tidsperioder med avseende på den första operationen för TT-NET. Delarbete 1 beskriver preoperativa prognostiska faktorer, delarbete 2 rör perioperativa data och delarbete 3
tar slutligen upp postoperativa faktorer.
I delarbete 1 kunde vi visa att symtomatisk sjukdom och spridd cancer var
de viktigaste faktorerna för död i TT-NET. Vi presenterade också att en akut
operation för TT-NET var en positiv prognostisk faktor jämför med planerad
kirurgi för känd TT-NET. Detta förklarades sannolikt av att akutopererade
patienter generellt hade en mindre avancerad sjukdom än de som var planerade för operation.
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Delarbete 2 visade att levermetastaser och/eller bukhinnemetastaser påverkade prognosen negativt. Kirurgisk behandling vid icke symtomatisk,
metastaserad, sjukdom är en fråga som, vad gäller TT-NET, fått mycket
uppmärksamhet. Utifrån befintliga studier är rekommendationen att operera
även asymtomatiska patienter. Bakgrunden till detta är att eftersom man
förväntar sig en lång överlevnad kommer de flesta patienter att utveckla
besvär, men att invänta symtomatisk sjukdom förväntas försvåra och försämra de kirurgiska möjligheterna. Utfallet av kirurgisk behandling hade
betydelse i delarbete 2. Att helt operera bort all cancer hade en positiv effekt
på risken att dö i TT-NET var ingen överraskning, men vi kunde också visa
att prognosen var bättre om man kunde operera bort primärtumören och närliggande dottertumörer även vid spridd sjukdom.
I delarbete 3, var de postoperativa spridd sjukdom och symtom fortsatt
viktiga. Död var ovanligt efter kirurgi, och komplikationer till kirurgi hade
ingen inverkan på risken att dö. Även radikal kirurgi vid en senare, andra
operation, verkade påverka prognosen positivt. Denna analys hade dock
vissa svagheter och bör tolkas med viss försiktighet eftersom de som behövde upprepad kirurgi var en väldigt ojämlik grupp och fall och kontroller var
därför sannolikt inte längre jämförbara. Att ådra sig ytterligare en cancer
innebar en förbättrad prognos i detta arbete, något som dock förklaras av hur
vi hade lagt upp studien och är knappast ett reellt förhållande.
Generellt, i dessa tre arbeten, var symtomatisk sjukdom en riskfaktor som
var oberoende av stadium. Detta medför att behandling för symtomatisk
sjukdom i sig skulle kunna innebära en förbättring av prognosen utöver den
symtomatiska förbättringen.
Immunohistokemi är ett sätt att visualisera och studera uttrycket av olika
proteiner i celler och hur de skiljer sig mellan normala celler och tumörceller. I delarbete 4 studerades uttrycket av ett flertal proteiner i 44 prov från 40
patienter från en del av patienterna i delarbete 1-3. TFF3, ett protein av betydelse för reparation av cellväggen, vanligtvis utsöndrat vid körteldelen av
normal vävnad, hade ett dubbelt uttrycksmönster i TT-NET. Lågt TFF3 i
primärtumörer var kopplat till kortare överlevnad, medan högt uttryck var
vanligare i mer aggressiva tumörer. Detta skulle kunna tolkas som att lågt
uttryck av TFF3 i primärtumörer är ett tecken på begynnande funktionsförlust under utvecklingen av cancerceller. Högt TFF3 i metastaser kunde däremot tala för en ökad produktion av TFF3 som dock inte har sin normala
funktion utan fungerar som en hämmare av celldöd och främjare av fortsatt
spridning av cancerceller. Mindin, ett protein av betydelse för cellers immunförsvar, hade ett ökat uttryck i metastaser och hos patienter med kliniska
metastaser. Mindins funktion vid TT-NET är rimligen att stimulera celldelning och underlätta tumörspridning. ACTG2 var vidare förhöjd i metastaser
jämfört med primärtumörer, men dess funktion i cancerutveckling var svårgripbar.
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Slutligen, I delarbete 5, beräknades incidens (hur många personer som får
sjukdomen varje år) och prevalens (hur många personer som kan uppskattas
ha sjukdomen samtidigt i en befolkning). Detta studerades i TT-NET utifrån
obduktionsutlåtanden från Malmö från åren 1970-1982. Under denna period
var obduktionstäckningen mycket hög (87 %). Av 35 784 dödsfall hade 160
personer TT-NET vilket resulterade i en årlig medelincidens i TT-NET på
5,7 per 100 000 personer. Hela 91 % av de med fynd av TT-NET vid obduktion hade inte en kliniskt känd TT-NET. De hade oftast inga metastaser
vilket befäster att TT-NET sällan är symptomatisk innan den metastaserar.
Det var långt vanligare för män att ha en TT-NET jämfört med kvinnor. Det
var också vanligare att de med TT-NET hade en ytterligare, samtidig, cancer
jämfört med personer med andra tumörer men ingen TT-NET.
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Appendix I
Study protocol – small intestinal neuroendocrine tumours
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Case number
Name
Surname
Century of birth
Date of birth (YY-MM-DD)
Sex
Occupation
Smoking Yes/No
Alcohol (units/week at presentation)
Follow-up to date (controls)

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________

Familial Diseases
mb=family member, 1=mother, 2=father, 3=sibling, 4=first degree relative, 6=offspring
icd= ICD code or free text.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Familial_carcinoid_Yes/No
familial_carcinoid_mb1
familial_carcinoid_mb1_icd
familial_carcinoid_mb2
familial_carcinoid_mb2_icd
familial_carcinoid_mb3
familial_carcinoid_mb3_icd

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Family history of tumour Yes/No
fam_hist_tumour_mb1
fam_hist_tumour_mb1_icd
fam_hist_tumour_mb2
fam_hist_tumour_mb2_icd
fam_hist_tumour_mb3
fam_hist_tumour_mb3_icd

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Family history of abdominal disease Yes/No
fam_hist_abd_dis_mb1
fam_hist_abd_dis_mb1_icd
fam_hist_abd_dis_mb2
fam_hist_abd_dis_mb2_icd
fam_hist_abd_dis_mb3
fam_hist_abd_dis_mb3_icd

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

32. Family history of autoimmune disease Yes/No
33. fam_hist_autoimmune_mb1

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
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34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

fam_hist_autoimmune_mb1_icd
fam_hist_autoimmune_mb2
fam_hist_autoimmune_mb2_icd
fam_hist_autoimmune_mb3
fam_hist_autoimmune_mb3_icd

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Family history of genetic syndrome Yes/No
fam_hist_gen_syn_mb1
fam_hist_gen_syn_mb1_icd
fam_hist_gen_syn_mb2
fam_hist_gen_syn_mb2_icd
fam_hist_gen_syn_mb3
fam_hist_gen_syn_mb3_icd

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

Preoperative morbidity
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
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Previous tumour Yes/No
previous tumour, year of diagnosis
previous tumour, ICD code
Previous tumour, current Yes/No
Previous tumour, surgery Yes/No
previous tumour, type of surgery
Previous tumour chemotherapy Yes/No
prev_tumour_chemo start
prev_tumour_chemo_end
prev_tumour_chemo_number_cycles
prev_tumour_chemo_agent 1
prev_tumour_chemo_agent 2
prev_tumour_chemo_agent 3
Prev_tumour_radiation Yes/No
prev_tumour_radiation_number_of_sessions
prev_tumour_radiation_start
prev_tumour_radiation_end
Prior_abdominal_disease_Yes/No
prior_abdominal_disease_date
prior_abdominal_disease_icd
Prior_autoimmune_disease_Yes/No
prior_autoimmune_disease_year_diagnosis
prior_autoimmune_disease_icd
Prior_autoimmune_disease_ongoing_Yes/No
Preop_primary_heart disease_Yes/No
preop_primary_heart disease_type
Preop_primary_vascular disease_Yes/No
preop_primary_vascular disease_type

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

Preop_primary_other disease Yes/No
preop_primary_other disease_type
preop_primary_morbidity_described
preop_primary_albumin
Preop_coagulopathy_Yes/No

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐

Presentation
79. Date at diagnosis (YY-MM-DD)
______________
80. Date of first visit (YY-MM-DD)
______________
81. Preop primary start date of symptoms (YY-MM-DD)
______________
82. Presenting complaint
______________
83. Primary hospital
______________
84. Symptom severity score (SSS) at presentation
______________
85. Preoperative blood pressure
Systolic __Diastolic __
86. Postoperative blood pressure
Systolic __Diastolic __
87. preop_primary_5hiaa
______________
88. preop_primary_5hiaa taken where/when
______________
89. preop_primary_chromogranin A
______________
90. Preop_primary_somatostatin_Yes/No
Yes ☐ No ☐
91. preop_primary_sms_ACT
______________
92. preop_primary_sms_start
______________
93. preop_primary_sms_end
______________
94. preop_primary_sms_dose
______________
95. preop_primary_sms_complication
______________
96. Preop_primary_interferon_Yes/No
Yes ☐ No ☐
97. preop_primary_interferon_ACT
______________
98. preop_primary_interferon_start
______________
99. preop_primary_interferon_end
______________
100. preop_primary_interferon_complication
______________
Preoperative radiology
Localisation: 1=mesentery, 2= bowel, 3=liver, 4=para-aortal lymph nodes, 5= lung,
6= lymph nodes, other, 7=pancreas, 8=pelvic area, 9=skeletal, 10=thorax, other=11.

101. Preoperative cardiac ultrasound primary surgery Yes/No
102. Preop_primary_tricuspid_insuff_Yes/No
103. preop_primary_tricuspid_insuff_degree

Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

104. Preop_primary_abdominal_ultrasound_Yes/No
105. preop_primary_US_locale1
106. preop_primary_US_locale2
107. preop_primary_US_locale3

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
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108. Preop_primary_MRI_Yes/No
109. preop_primary_MRI_locale1
110. preop_primary_ MRI_locale2
111. preop_primary_MRI_locale3

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________

112. Preop_primary_PET_Yes/No
113. preop_primary_PET_locale1
114. preop_primary_PET_locale2
115. preop_primary_PET_locale3
116. Preop_primary_octreoscan Yes/No
117. preop_primary_octreoscan_locale1
118. preop_primary_octreoscan_locale2
119. preop_primary_octreoscan_locale3

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________

120. Preop_primary_CT Yes/No
121. preop_primary_CT_locale1
122. preop_primary_CT_locale2
123. preop_primary_CT_locale3

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________

124. Preop_primary_coeliacography_Yes/No
125. preop_primary_coeliacography_locale1
126. preop_primary_coeliacography_locale2
127. preop_primary_coeliacography_locale3

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________

128. Preop_abdominal angio_Yes/No
129. preop_abdominal angio_findings

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

130. Preop_primary_colon_fluoroscopy Yes/No
131. preop_primary_colon_fluoroscopy _findings

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

132. Preop_primary_liver_scint_Yes/No
133. preop_primary_liver_scint_findings

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

134. pPreop_primary_abdominal_radiograph_Yes/No
135. preop_primary_abdominal_radiograph_findings

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

136. Preop_primary_stomach_radiography_Yes/No
137. preop_primary_stomach_radiography_findings

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

138. Preop_known_tumour_Yes/No (summarical)
139. preop_known_tumour_locale1
140. preop_known_tumour_locale2
141. preop_known_tumour_locale3

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
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142. Preop_primary_diagnostic_pathology_Yes/No
143. preop_pad_locale
144. preop_pad_Masson_Yes/No
145. preop_pad_chromogranin_Yes/No
146. preop_pad_organoid_Yes/No
147. preop_pad_vascular_nerve_invasion_Yes/No
148. preop_primary_diagnostic_pad_Grimelius_Yes/No

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐

Primary Surgery
149. prim_surg_date
150. prim_surg_hospital
151. primary_surgery_acute_elective

______________
______________

Emergency=1 elective=2, explorative=3, en passant=4, no surgery=5, palpable mass= 6.

152. prim_surg_acute_why
153. primary_surgery_type

______________
______________

Liver resection=1, RFA=2, resection ileum=3, right hemicolectomy=4,
mesenteric metastasis=5, small bowel resection=6, dilatation of stenosis=7, 6+4=8,
ileocaecal resection=9, palliative bypass=10, biopsy=11, small bowel resection and hemicolectomy=12,
transversostoma=13, small bowel resection + ethanol injection liver met=14,
hemicolectomy + salphingo oophorectomy=15, small bowel resection +ligation hepatic artery =16,
small bowel resection +hemicolectomy+pelvic metastatic surgery=17,
ablatio testis=18, small bowel resection +liver resection=19, SOE=20, liver resection=21, ligation hepatic
artery=22, ileostoma=23, colostoma=24, Billroth II=25, open/close=26,
sigmoid resection for diverticula=27, extirpation of small bowel tumour=28,
sigmoid resection for colon cancer=29, sigmoideostoma=30, omental resection=31,
bilateral oophorectomy=32, cystectomy + Bricker deviation=33, hysterectomy + bilateral SOE=34,
gastric resection=35, cholecystectomy=36, hysterectomy=37, placement of hepatic artery catheter=38,
mucocutaneous colonic fistula=39, appendectomy=40, oophorectomy=41, cholecystojejunostomy=42,
hepatic artery strangulation device=43, extirpation liver metastases=44,
colectomy and rectum resection for colon cancer=45, splenectomy=46, sigmoideum resection=47,
rectum amputation=48, Meckel’s diverticula =49, low anterior resection for rectal cancer =50,
prostatectomy=51, fundoplication=52, placement of portal vein catheter=53, colectomy=54,
adrenal resection=55, peritoneal resection=56, duodenal resection=57, vagotomy=58,
renal resection=59, caecal volvulus=60.

154. prim_surg_primary_tumour_size
155. prim_surg_primary_tumour_locale

______________
______________

Not specified=0, duodenum=1, jejunum=2, ileum=3, appendix=4, colon=5, ileocaecal=6, only mesenteric
tumour identified=7, small bowel unspecified =8, papilla vateri=9, adnexa=10, operation for colon cancer=11, small bowel obstruction, primary tumour not identified=12, Meckel’s diverticula=13, incarcerated hernia=14.
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156. ileocaecal, tumour in colon or ileum

______________

(ileocaecal defined as within 10 cm from Bauhin valve)

157. centimetres from Bauhin valve
158. primary_surg_primary_tumour_number
159. prim_surg_bowel resection_cm
160. Primary_surg_radical_mesentery Yes/no
161. Primary_surg_macr_radical_Yes/No
162. mesenteric metastases proximal/distal of duodenum
163. mesenteric metastases proximal/distal of ligament of Treitz
164. Primary_surg_liver_met_Yes/No
165. primary_surg_liver_met_size
166. primary_surg_liver_met_number
167. primary_surg_liver_met_largest_met_us/ct
168. Primary_surg_other_mets_Yes/No
169. primary_surg_other_mets_locales

______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

Ovarium=1, peritoneum=2, ovarium+peritoneum=3, pelvis=4, para-aortal=5, 1+2+5=6, adrenal=7, pancreas=8, omentum=9, kidney=10, uterus=11, urinary bladder=12, sigmoid colon=13, spleen=14, diaphragm=16, appendix=18, gall bladder= 19, retroperitoneal=20.

170. Primary_surg_complication_Yes/No
171. primary_surg_complication_type

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

Pathology primary surgery
172. Primary_tumour_pad_missing_Yes/No
173. primary_tumour_pad_number_of_tumours
174. primary_tumour_pad_largest_size
175. Primary_tumour_pad_invasion_vasc_nerve_Yes/No
176. primary_tumour_pad_synchronous cancer_
177. primary_tumour_pad_bowel_depth
178. Primary_tumour_pad_mesentery_met_Yes/No
179. Primary_tumour_pad_radical_mesentery_Yes/No
180. primary_tumour_pad_mitosis_number
181. primary_tumour_pad_ki-67
182. Primary_tumour_pad_verified_mets_Yes/No
183. primary_tumour_pad_verified_mets_locale

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

Mesenteric metastases excluded.
1=ovarium, 2=liver, testis=3, neck lymph nodes=4, peritoneum=5, gallbladder=6, appendix=7, lung=8,
skeleton=9, bowel=10, umbilicus=11, para-aortal lymph nodes =12, omentum=13, urinary bladder=14,
stomach=15, diaphragm=16, uterus=17.

184. Primary_tumour_pad_Masson_Yes/No
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Yes ☐

No ☐

185. Primary_tumour_pad_Grimelius_Yes/No
186. Primary_tumour_pad_chromogranin_Yes/No
Yes ☐ No ☐
187. Primary_tumour_pad_synaptophysin_Yes/No
188. Primary_tumour_pad_serotonin_Yes/No
189. Primary_tumour_pad_organoid_Yes/No

Yes ☐

No ☐

Yes ☐
Yes ☐
Yes ☐

No ☐
No ☐
No ☐

Follow-up
190. Type of physician responsible for follow-up
191. Primary_surg_postop_radical_ct_us Yes/No
192. Postop_primary_recurrence_Yes/No
193. method of detection
194. detected recurrence date (YY-MM-DD)
195. recurrence visible on PET, not CT, date (YY-MM-DD)
196. recurrence, localisation

______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________

197. SSS 3 months postop primary surgery
198. SSS 2 years postop primary surgery
199. SSS 5 years postop primary surgery
200. SSS 10 years postop primary surgery

______________
______________
______________
______________

201. 5-HIAA postoperatively, where/when
202. 5-HIAA 3months postop primary surgery
203. 5-HIAA 2 years postop primary surgery
204. 5-HIAA 5 years postop primary surgery
205. 5-HIAA 10 years postop primary surgery

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

206. chromogranin A 3 months postop primary surgery
207. chromogranin A 2 years postop primary surgery
208. chromogranin A 5 years postop primary surgery
209. chromogranin A 10 years postop primary surgery

______________
______________
______________
______________

210. Second_primary_Yes/No
211. second_primary_date (YY-MM-DD)
212. second_primary_icd
213. second_primary_icd2

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________

Postoperative treatment
Secondary surgery
214. Secondary_surg_Yes/No
215. secondary_surg_date

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
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216. secondary_surg_hospital
217. secondary_surg_acute_elective_expl
218. secondary_surg_acute_why
219. Secondary_surg_due_to_recurrence_Yes/No
220. secondary_surg_type
221. length of bowel resection
222. length of remaining small bowel
223. secondary_surg_radical_purpose
224. Secondary_surg_mets_Yes/No
225. secondary_surg_mets_locales
226. secondary_surg_complication_type
227. Secondary_surg_complication_Yes/No

______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐

228. preoperative SSS secondary surgery
229. postoperative SSS secondary surgery
230. preoperative 5-HIAA
231. postoperative 5-HIAA
232. sek_surg_5hiaa_where/when
233. preoperative chromogranin A
234. postoperative chromogranin A

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

235. Secondary_surg_pad_missing_Yes/No
236. secondary_surg_pad_number_of_tumour
237. Secondary_surg_pad_radical_Yes/No
238. secondary_surg_pad_ki-67
239. secondary_surg_pad_mitoses_hpf
240. secondary_surg_pad_size_largest
241. secondary_surg_pad_invasion_vasc_nerve
242. Secondary_surg_pad_organoid_Yes/No
243. Secondary_surg_pad_Masson_Yes/No
244. Secondary_surg_pad_Grimelius_Yes/No
245. Secondary_surg_pad_serotonin_Yes/No
246. Secondary_surg_pad_chromogranin_Yes/No
247. secondary_surg_pad_bowel_depth
248. Secondary_surg_pad_verified_mets_Yes/No
249. Secondary_surg_mesenteric_mets_Yes/No
250. secondary_surg_pad_locale

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

Tertiary surgery
251. Tertiary_surg_Yes/No
252. tertiary_surg_date
253. tertiary_surg_hospital
254. Tertiary_surg_acute_Yes/No
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Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐

255. tertiary_surg_acute_why
256. tertiary_surg_type_surgery
257. tertiary_surg_mets_locale
258. Tertiary_surg_radical_Yes/No
259. tertiary_surg_bowel_res_cm
260. tertiary_surg_small bowel_left_cm
261. tertiary_surg_postop_complication (free text)

______________
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________

262. preoperative SSS
263. postoperative SSS
264. preoperative 5-HIAA
265. postoperative 5-HIAA
266. sec_surg_5hiaa_where/when
267. preoperative chromogranin A
268. postoperative chromogranin A

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

269. Tertiary_surg_pad_Yes/No
270. Tertiary_surg_pad_mets_verified_Yes/No
271. tertiary_surg_pad_mets_type
272. Tertiary_surg_pad_Masson_Yes/No
273. Tertiary_surg_pad_Grimelius_Yes/No
274. Tertiary_surg_pad_serotonin_Yes/No
275. Tertiary_surg_pad_chromogranin_Yes/No
276. Tertiary_surg_pad_ki-67_Yes/No
277. Tertiary_surg_pad_organoid_Yes/No
278. Tertiary_surg_pad_vasc_nerve_inv_Yes/No

Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐

Other treatments
279. Liver met_confirmed_date
280. Liver met_progress_date

______________
______________

281. Liver met_ligation_a_hep_Yes/No
282. Liver met_ligation_a_hep_date

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

283. Liver_embolization_Yes/No
284. liver_emb_date1
285. liver_emb_date2
286. liver_emb_date3

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________

287. Liver met_intermittent_oclusion_angio_Yes/No

Yes ☐

No ☐

(surgically placed catheter)

288. liver met_intermittent_oclusion_angio_date
289. liver met_intermittent_oclusion_angio_oclusion time

______________
______________
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290. Liver_transpl_Yes/No
291. liver_transpl_date

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

292. Liver met_ethanol_injection_Yes/No
293. Liver met_ethanol_injection_date
294. Tricuspid_insuff_Yes/No
295. tricuspid_insuff_verified_date
296. tricuspid_insuff_grade
297. Tricuspid_insuff_surgery_Yes/No
298. tricuspid_insuff_surgery_date

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________

Medical treatment
299. Treatment with somatostatin Yes/No
300. treatment_sms_act
301. treatment_sms_date_start
302. treatment_sms_dose
303. treatment_sms_date_end
304. treatment_sms_dose_increased_date
305. treatment_sms_dose_increased_dose

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

306. Treatment with interferon Yes/No
307. treatment_inf_act
308. treatment_inf_type
309. treatment_inf_start
310. treatment_inf_dose
311. treatment_inf_end

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

312. Chemotherapy Yes/No
313. treatment_chemo_cycles
314. treatment_chemo_comments
315. treatment_chemo_start
316. treatment_chemo_end
317. treatment_chemo_agent1
318. treatment_chemo_agent2
319. treatment_chemo_agent3

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

320. Radiation therapy Yes/No
321. treatment_radiation_start_date
322. treatment_radiation_dose
323. treatment_radiation_locale

Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
______________
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Death
324. Date of death (YY-MM-DD)
325. Cause of death ICD
326. Death_due_to_SI-NET Yes/No
327. Autopsy_Yes/No
328. autopsy_tumour_locales
329. death_comments

______________
______________
Yes ☐ No ☐
Yes ☐ No ☐
______________
______________
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Appendix II
Study protocol for the autopsy study
1.

Birth Date (YY-MM-DD)

______________

2.

Case ID

______________

3.

Date of death (YY-MM-DD)

______________

4.

Cause of death

______________

5.

Known tumour?

Yes ☐

6.

Other malignancy?

______________

7.

Other malignancy, type, ICD

______________

8.

NET in autopsy protocol

Yes ☐

9.

Type of NET

______________

No ☐

No ☐

1= Gastric, 2= pulmonary, 3=ovarian, 4=duodenal,
5=colon, 6= gallbladder, 9=rectum

10. Nr of primary tumours

______________
Yes ☐

11. Liver metastases

No ☐ Other malignancy ☐

12. Nr of liver metastases

______________

13. Paraaortal lymph nodes

Yes ☐

No ☐

14. Regional lymph nodes

Yes ☐

No ☐

15. Other metastases

Yes ☐

No ☐

16. Other metastases, type

______________

1=skeleton, 2= lung, 3=brain, 4=adrenal, 5=spleen, 6= kidney,
7=pancreas, 8=peritoneum, 9=duodenum, 10=ovarium,
11=heart, 12=mediastinum, 13=stomach

17. Heart, weight

______________

18. Diameter, left ventricle

______________

19. Diameter, right ventricle

______________

20. Valve vitium
Yes ☐

No ☐

21. Type of vitium
1= Stenosis of tricuspid valve, 2= Stenosis of mitral valve,
3= stenosis aortic valve, 4= stenosis pulmonary valve
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______________

22. Heart disease

Yes ☐

No ☐

23. Heart disease, type

______________

1=myocardial infarction, 2=left ventricle cardiomyopathy,
3=right ventricle cardiomyopathy, 4=myocardial fibrosis,
5=heart failure according to pathologist, 6=cor pulmonale,
7= aneurysm of left ventricle

24. Liver, weight

______________

25. Cholecystolithiasis

Yes ☐

No ☐

26. Cholecystectomy

Yes ☐

No ☐
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